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World population is increasingly moving from rural areas to urban centers,
making large cities densely populated. In urban areas, there is greater access
towork, awide variety of options for education and training, ease of transport
and the abundance of attractive places within a few kilometers. Across huge
cities, people tend to movemore and have to do it faster than in the past. On
the other hand, heavy traõc (e.g., traõc jams), overbuilding and changes in
the urban lifestyle can cause several new problems such as noise, atmospheric
pollution (i.e., smog) and severe traõc congestions. However, the rise of novel
data sources and machine learning techniques can help to tackle such prob-
lems and improve the quality of life of citizens. Indeed, in a smart city envi-
ronment, the huge amount of data generated daily can be captured by sen-
sors, actuators, andmobile devices. It goeswithout saying that using such data
opens the door to several applications, including forecasting of urban displace-
ments, land use classiûcation and event detection in an urban environment.
Motived by these opportunities, Urban Computing (UC) leverages on hetero-
geneous data sources and applies machine learning techniques to tackle these
big challenges that modern cities are facing. In this perspective, one of the
core questions when designing UC systems is how to enable models to learn
from diòerent urban data sources and thus how to represent urban spaces._e
mainstream approach is to represent input objects as feature vectors that en-
code several aspects of the urban environment such as presence of people, den-
sity of urban activities, and mobility ows. However, this tedious approach
of manually feature engineering can be extremely complex, time consuming
and domain-speciûc dependent. Additionally, it can become even more com-
plex when aggregating multiple geographical data sources such as point-of-
interests, administrative boundaries and mobility data. A valid alternative to
feature-based methods is using kernels, which are non-linear functions that
map input examples into some high dimensional space allowing for learning
more powerful discriminative decision functions. Given a representation of
the input object, kernels map it into some high-dimensional space where im-
plicitly a large number of features are generated, allowing for learning robust
discriminative functions. In thisway the eòort for the feature engineering pro-
cess can be greatly reduced.
Kernel methods have been widely applied in Natural Language Processing
on tasks such as question answering, semantic role labeling and even for solv-
ing linguistic games. Taking inspiration from this successful cases, in this the-
sis we adapt kernel learning for solving novel tasks in UC. First, we focus on
the problem of aggregating multiple urban data sources to provide datasets
that fuse knowledge from awide variety of data sources. Next,we focus on the
problem of designing input structure that are representative for urban space.
In particular, we propose to model urban areas with tree structures that are
fed to tree kernel functions for automatically generate expressive features.We
propose several urban space representations that demonstrated to be very ef-
fecting in solving novel urban computing task such as land use classiûcation
and next location prediction in human mobility. _en, by applying a mining
algorithm we enabled the interpretation of urban zones, providing help in the
diõcult problem of understanding the high-level urban characteristics of a
city. In fact, our mined substructures provide help in identifying the diòerent
urban nature of cities. Finally, we explore the application ofmachine learning
models to novel urban data sources by solving solve innovative tasks such as
predicting the future presence of inuenza-like symptoms looking at the peo-
ple’s mobility behaviors.
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Latest demographic projections estimate an increasingly urban world popula-
tion. As a result of this trend, by 2030 9% of the world population will be con-
centrated in just 41 mega-cities, each one with more than 10M inhabitants[37].
New and important challenges will then aòect our society, from policy mak-
ers, urban planners and other experts to lay citizens. While cities are in fact
praised as crucibles for innovation, due to their capacity to foster ows of ideas,
tolerance and economic growth, they might also produce negative externali-
ties such as environmental pollution, criminality and social inequalities [43].
Tackling these problems seemed impossible till some years ago, mostly due
to lack of data and computability resources. However, this trend has started to
change thanks to themassive adoption of sensing-technologies and large-scale
computing infrastructures that enabled companies and researchers to explore
novel methodologies to solve these challenges. Indeed, the growing amount of
urban data generated, daily and the need for building more intelligent cities
opened the door to new interesting questions. One characteristic of such prob-
lems is the need of aggregating multiple data sources. For instance, air qual-
ity prediction in urban spaces requires at least the aggregation of three data
sources such as air quality,mobility, andweather.Another example is given by
the applications integrated with GoogleMaps, the mapping service launched
by Google in 2005. Among the others, it oòers real-time traõc situation but
also a very accurate route planning servicewith the estimation of arrival times
and the prediction of traõc conditions. _is emerging research ûeld is known
as Urban Computing (UC) [38] and aims at collecting, integrating and analyz-
ing heterogeneous and large-scale urban data sources such as sensors, vehicles,
buildings, humans, to solve themajor issues thatmodern and future cites have
to face.
_e whole Urban Computing process is organized in four steps:
1. Urban sensing: it concerns the data acquisition phase where people’s
daily life data are collected and stored through (i) traditional urban sen-
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sors and measurements like weather stations and oõcial surveys; (ii)
passive crowd sensing with taxis, public transportation and wireless cel-
lular networks; and (iii) participatory sensing with data shared by citi-
zenship and generated from sensors embedded in their devices.
2. Urban Data Management Techniques: it includes all the aspects useful
for storing and managing spatial data, i.e., indexing structures for spa-
tiotemporal information and additional data to support eõcient data
analytics.
3. Learning from Heterogenous Urban Data Sources: it is the step that in-
cludes all the learning approaches, e.g. supervised learning, that can fuse
the knowledge and learn to solve urban computing tasks from heteroge-
neous data sources.
4. ProvidingUrbanApplications: itdelivers the resultsof theprocess through
the deployment of systems, e.g., web applications, or with the visualiza-
tion of the outcome inferred by themachine learning models.
A large class of Urban Computing tasks is solved with supervised learning
algorithms, which learn a function that maps an input to an output based on
some labeled training data.Each instance in the training set is a pair composed
by an input object, e.g., set ofmeasurements of air quality, GPS trajectory, the
density of people in a city, and the desired output value, e.g., Air Quality Index
(AQI), next visited location, urban zone land use class. _us, the goal in super-
vised learning is to infer a decision function that canmap new input examples
to their correct output labels. _is process is called training and it aims at min-
imizing the error (loss) function computed on a labeled training set. Once the
model is trained, the accuracy of the learned function is evaluated on howwell
it can generalize (predict) with previously unseen examples.
In general, when solving any UC task with a supervised learning approach,
it is required to:
• decide the typeof data sources touse, e.g.,mobility, environment, location-
based social network, and provide a spatial aggregation of them. Solving
urban challenges involves a wide range of factors whose common char-
acteristic is the spatial component._us,whendeciding the data sources
to use it is important to evaluate if all of them provide the same level of
spatial granularity.
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• deûne amodel for the spatial representation thatwill be fed to a learning
algorithm for inferring a decision function from the training set. _e in-
put representation is fundamental for learning an appropriate decision
function. Typically, the input object is transformed into a feature vector,
e.g., themeasure of CO2, number of peoplemoving between two urban
zones, which is a vector of numbers that encodes certain characteristics
of the input object;
• determine the learning algorithm depending on the input representa-
tion and the nature of the output labels.
• train the model and test it on previously unseen examples to asses the
model accuracy.
In Urban computing, given the usage of a wide variety of data sources, it
is likely to have a large number of features that can lead to several diõcul-
ties in learning, i.e., the curse of dimensionality problem. Additionally, when
considering location data it is important to take into consideration the spatial
dimension of the data. While there are many aspects to consider when tack-
ling supervised learning tasks in urban computing, e.g., choice of an eõcient
learning algorithm, parameters optimization, etc., a key one is on how to rep-
resent the input objects, which calls for an eòective spatial aggregation of all
the knowledge for each location. In fact, the representation of a simple raw
location, i.e., latitude/longitude, shouldmodel multiple dimensions of a given
geographical area by aggregating heterogeneous urban data sources.
A large eòort in the design of Urban Computing systems is devoted to the
processofmanual feature engineering required by feature-basedmethods. How-
ever, this step is largely an empirical process as it requires ahigh level of domain-
speciûc knowledge, experience, and intuition.Additionally,when dealingwith
complex data structures, e.g., trees and graphs, such process can become very
complicated. A valid alternative to the manual feature engineering approach
is using kernel. A kernel is a non-linear function that maps input vectors in a
high dimensionality feature space where the inner product is more eõciently
calculated._us, given their ability to automatically generate a very large num-
ber of features, kernel functions can be designed to alleviate the feature engi-
neering problem and reduce the requiredmanual eòort.
A successful ûeld where structural kernel have been eòectively employed is
Natural Language Processing (NLP), a sub-ûeld of Artiûcial Intelligence (AI)
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that aims at enabling machines to understand and process human languages.
_e input text can be modeled with syntactic structural representations en-
riched with additional semantic information. For instance, structural kernels
have been used in NLP for question answering [24, 25], opinion mining [26]
and eventually to solve linguistic games [9, 129, 130].
Starting from the aforementioned problems, in this thesiswe focused on de-
signing rich spatial representation of urban spaces. _is problem calls for hav-
ing heterogenous urban data sources that allow for the modeling of multiple
dimensions of a given geographical area. _us, we start from the exploration
ofmethods that can createmulti-source urban life datasets in which heteroge-
nous geo-located data sources, e.g., social media, mobile phone, cellular net-
work, governments and administrative, are aggregated to form a rich resource
to describe cities. Next, we address the problem of designing input structures
that combine the spatial dimension of a given geographical area together with
its semantics, i.e., its urban functionality. We show that by feeding tree kernel
functions with such structural representation we can automatically generate
a large set of tree-fragment features that are very eòective in solving urban
computing tasks. _e core idea is to inject semantic information about places
directly into the structures, e.g., a tree, and let the structural kernel to generate
rich feature spaces. We show that previously used feature-based models are
oen a poor choice that limits the accuracy achievable by supervised learning
approaches. Finally,we explore the usage of heterogeneous urban data sources
and structural representation of urban spaces to solve novel urban computing
tasks related to healthcare,migration, and transportation. Tomotivate the pro-
posedmethodologies and leveraging onmultiple data sources, in Section 5we
present somemethodswe designed to solve novel urban computing tasks, e.g.,
modeling the next location prediction problemwith geographical information
and neural networks.
In the followingwe provide an overview of the thesis structure highlighting
its contributions.
1.2 contributions and structure of the thesis
In Chapter 2, we introduce the reader to general concepts that we use in this
thesis. We provide an overview over Support Vector Machines (SVMs), i.e.,
structural kernels, which are at the core of the supervised learning framework
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in most of our contribution. By presenting a set of supervised learning prob-
lems in urban computing, we also give a formal deûnition of two supervised
learning tasks that we tackle in this thesis: classiûcation and regression.
contribution 1 (chapter 3). Amulti-source dataset of urban life.
In this chapter, we ûrst provide an extensive description of several urban
data sources. _en, we present our work on the richest open multi-source
dataset ever released [1]._e dataset provides heterogeneous data sources, spa-
tially aggregated, such as telecommunications,weather, news, social networks
and electricity data from the city ofMilan and the Province of Trentino.
contribution 2 (chapter 4). Novel structural semantics models for
modelling urban spaces with hierarchical location-based social network data.
_e main drawback of feature-based models resides in the tedious feature
engineering process.Additionally, extracting features from complex structures,
e.g., trees, requires to deûne further procedures to encode the information con-
tained in the substructures. In this chapter, we present the work done in [2]
where diòerent types of structural representations are presented and used to
solve supervised learning tasks in Urban Computing. In particular, the pro-
posedmodel features the following: (i) it encodes geo-located textual informa-
tion taking into account its spatial component; (ii) uses tree kernels to auto-
matically generate features from the input representation; (iii) combines both
structural features, i.e., tree fragments, and additional feature vector repre-
sentations into a single model; (iv) outperforms strong feature-based models
when tested on urban computing tasks, e.g., land use classiûcation.
contribution 3 (chapter 4). Novel kernel designed to weigh the tree
fragments contribution relying on additional information attached to each node.
We propose diòerent kernel-basedmodels exploiting new hierarchical rep-
resentation for urban spaces. Tree kernels designed for urban computing tasks
are presented as well as their combinations with standard vectors. In particu-
lar, we deûne a new kernel function, which encodes the frequency and,more
in general, the weight of point-of-interests in a speciûc area.
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contribution 4 (chapter 4). Reverse kernel engineering for the au-
tomatic characterization of urban zones.
Structural kernels alleviate the manual feature engineering process thanks
to their ability to represent rich features sets. However, the implicit nature of
such space makes the model interpretation extremely diõcult, e.g., ûnding
which subtree is more useful than others. In this chapter, we propose a novel
approach to explicitly extract structural features for urban computing tasks. In
particular, by applying amining algorithm [42] for structural kernelswe create
an explicit set of structural features that enable the possibility to learn linear
models and thus, to use any other state-of-the-artmachine learning algorithm
based on such representation.
contribution 5 (chapter 5). Learning to solveurban computing tasks
with heterogeneous urban data sources.
In this chapter, we propose diòerent methodologies, based on urban data, for
the resolution of novel urban computing tasks. We present our works on:
• Classifying land usewith structural semanticmodels, a novel methodol-
ogy we proposed in [2, 3]. Ourmined substructure can provide valuable
evidence of the diòerent urban nature of cities. Additionally, eòective
structural features can be used in other feature-basedmachine learning
models, e.g.,XGBoost,which oen achieve the state-of-the-art in urban
computing.
• Predicting the future presence of inuenza-like symptoms by using mo-
bility behaviors [6];
• A multi-scale approach on mass migration prediction [133], where by
combing diòerent data sources we propose a model to predict the ar-
rivals and displacements of refugees in Europe;
• Predicting next taxi destination, which refers to our work presented in
[4].We present a RecurrentNeural Network (RNN) approach thatmod-
els the taxi drivers’ behaviour and encodes the semantics of visited lo-
cations by using geographical information from Location-Based Social
Networks (LBSNs). In particular, RNNs are trained to predict the exact
coordinates of the next destination, overcoming the problem of produc-
ing, in output, a limited set of locations, seen during the training phase.
2
LEARNING W ITH URBAN DATA
In this chapter we introduce themain concepts that are used throughout this
thesis. First,we deûne the general problemof supervised learningwith respect
to classiûcation and regression problems. _en, we deûne the SVM learning
algorithm and its kernelization. In particular, we formally deûne and discuss
structural kernels, which is a recurrent topic in this thesis.
2.1 supervised learning
Supervised learning is the machine learning task that maps input data into
some output. Given a labeled training set ={(xi , yi)}ni=1 the goal is to learn a
function h ∶ X → Y that maps an input x ∈ X into an output y ∈ Y . _e input
x is a D-dimensional vector of numbers, also called feature vector. _e output
y could be both a categorical variable from some ûnite set y ∈ {1, ..., k}, in case
of classiûcation, or a real valued scalar in case of regression.
In the classiûcation case, given an input instance x and a target class y, the




where f ∶ X ×Y → R is a discriminative function that assigns a numerical
score to the input-output variables pair. Such function is parametrized by a
vector of weights w, which is learned during the training. Typically, the func-
tion f is chosen to be linear in the weights vector w:
fw(x, y) = ⟨w,ψ(x, y)⟩ (2)
where ⟨⋅, ⋅⟩ is a dot product, and ψ ∶ X × Y → Rd computes a joint feature
representation of the input instance (x, y) into some feature space Rd .
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2.1.1 Empirical Risk Minimization
Given a training setD and the hypothesis spaceH of discriminative functions,
the Empirical Risk Minimization search for the function that better ûts the
training data, i.e.,minimizes the risk over the data distribution. EmpiricalRisk
Minimization is a way for choosing the function f , which is determined by
the models parameter w that have to be estimated. _e Empirical Risk Mini-
mization principle formalize this process byminimizing a task-dependent loss
function L computed over the training instances:
ĥ = argmin
h∈H







L(h(xi , yi)) (3)
where L is a task-dependent loss function that measures how good themodel
is in terms of being able to output the expected outcome.To prevent overûtting,
the risk R can be regularized to penalize complex models:
ĥ = argmin
h∈H







L(h(xi , yi))+ λΩ(w) (4)
_e termΩ is the regularization term.A common choice for the regularization





A loss function L ∶ Y ×Y → R deûnes howmuch incorrect predictions have to
be penalized. _e cost is computed by evaluating the diòerence between the
prediction from the model and the desired output value. A common choice
used for trainingmaximum-margin classiûers, i.e., SVM, is the hinge loss func-
tion, which represent the closest convex approximation of the standard zero-
one loss used in classiûcation. Itsmost general form is deûned in the following:
lhinge(t, y) = max(0,maxy≠t (∆(y, t)+ ⟨w,ψ(x, y)⟩)− ⟨w,ψ(x, y)⟩) (6)
where ∆(⋅, ⋅) measures the diòerence between the predicted output y and the
correct output t. Because of this deûnition, it isworth noticing that the correct
output t should have a higher score than any other predict y by at least ∆(y, t).
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Given these concepts, to deûne a supervised learning problem it is required
to deûne:
1. An input space where a feature map ψ(⋅, ⋅) is applied to map all the in-
stances of train and test into some feature space Rd . _is is a feature
engineering process and the design of such mapping is of paramount
importance as the expressivity of the features directly aòect the accuracy
of the learned function;
2. An output space Y and its cardinality, which is task-dependent. For in-
stance, y ∈ {−1, 1} in case of binary classiûcation;
3. An hypothesis spaceH, a loss function L and the form of the regulariza-
tion term Ω(⋅) if present;
4. An inference process to assign output labels y to input x (Equation 1);
5. Anoptimization algorithm to learn theparameters thatdeûne themodel
by minimizing the empirical risk from Eq. 3 or Equation 4.
Some of these steps include choices that are task-dependent and can lead to
diòerent learning algorithms. In the following, we introduce supervised learn-
ing problems in urban computing focusing on two speciûc tasks that are di-
rectly related to this thesis: classiûcation and regression.
2.2 supervised learning problems in urban computing
In this section,we introduce some common urban computing tasks.Although
the wide range of possible tasks, we discuss in the following those two tackled
in this thesis: classiûcation and regression.
2.2.1 Classiûcation
In Urban Computing, some problems can be modeled as classiûcation prob-
lems. _e general goal is to map an input instance x into an output class y ∈ Y ,
where Y = {1, ...,K} is the set of possible classes that can be assigned to input
instances. _e size K of the output domain is deûned by the type of problem.
In the case of binary classiûcationK = 2 andY = {−1, 1}.whilewhenK > 2,we
have a multi-class classiûcation problem with an output space Y = {1, ...,K}.
A variant of the classiûcation task is for examplewhere the function f outputs
a probability distribution over the classes.
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land use classification Cities areusuallydivided into areasdepend-
ing on land use,which is a trait of urban life and a good proxies for the charac-
terization of urban environments. In land use classiûcation the goal is to infer
the land use of a certain region given a feature representation of such region
and a target label for that. _is task can be modeled as a multi-class classi-
ûcation problem where the output domain is Y = {1, ...,K} for K land use
classes. We consider this problem in Section 5.1. We encode geo-social data
from Location-Based Social Networks (LBSNs) into diòerent structural rep-
resentations. _en, we used such representations in kernel machines, which
can thus perform accurate classiûcation exploiting hierarchical substructure
of concepts as features (Chapter 4).
2.2.2 Regression
A wide range of problems in urban computing concerns the prediction of real
valued numbers, and thus they can be seen as regression problems. In this type
of task, to the algorithm is asked to learn a function f ∶ Rd → R that given an
input instance, it outputs a numerical value.
next location prediction Predicting the next location is an exten-
sively studied problem in human mobility, which ûnds several applications in
real-world scenarios, from optimizing the eõciency of electronic dispatching
systems to predicting and reducing the traõc jam. _is task is normally mod-
eled as amulti-class classiûcation problem,where the goal is to select, among a
set of already known locations, the next taxi destination. However, this setting
assumes that the next visited location is among those ones already seen in the
training set, which introduces a strong limit in the accuracy of the ûnal pre-
diction. Instead, regression is a more diõcult but natural way to model this
task. In this case, the algorithm is asked to learn to predict the exact coordi-
nate values of the next visited location. In Section 5.4 we address this problem
proposing to model the geography of visiting locations and use such informa-
tion within a neural network whose goal is to output the coordinates of next
visited location.
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2.3 support vector machines
SMVs are supervised learningmodels and the best knownmember of the fam-
ily of kernel methods. _e core idea of SMVs is to act as a linear classiûer by
ûnding an optimal hyperplane that divided the space and thus allow for cat-
egorizing new examples. However, if the linear separation between point is
not possible in the input space, kernel functions enable SVMs to operate in a
high-dimensional space, via the kernel-trick, where such separating operation
might be possible.
2.3.1 Primal Formulation
Support Vector Machines (SVMs) support classiûcation, regression and rank-
ing. When used in the binary classiûcation setting, the output space is Y =
{−1, 1}, and the joint feature map is simply ψ(x) = yΦ(x) with Φ ∶ X →
Rd deûning an arbitrary feature representation of inputs. When considering
the case of linear SVMs, where the input feature map is an identity function
ψ(x) = x, the discriminant function can be deûned as in the following:
fw(x) = ⟨w, x⟩ (7)
In this case, to assign the label we can simply consider the inference proce-
dure ŷ = sign(⟨w, x⟩). Among the possible hyperplanes that can be used to
separate the classes, a reasonable choice as the best hyperplane is the one that
represents the largest separation, ormargin, between the two classes. In SVMs
the hyperplane is selected accordingly with the maximum-margin principle,
which selects the hyperplane that represents the largest separation, or conû-
dencemargin, between the points of the two classes. However, with meaning-
ful positive rescaling we can obtain inûnite equivalent formulation. _us, we
request the hyperplane to have ⟨w, x⟩ = 1 for the closest points on one side
1, and ⟨w, x⟩ = −1 for the closest points on the other side. _e resulting hy-
perplanes have a conûdence margin equal to 1 and they are called canonical
hyperplanes. It results that each correctly classiûed point has ⟨w, x⟩ ≥ 1. _e
margin band size is set to 2/ ∥w∥2, which is equal to two times the canonical
hyperplane geometric margin. Selecting the best hyperplane is equivalent to
maximize such margin, while correctly classifying all the training instances:
1 _e bias term is omitted as it can be included in the feature vector x






subject to yi⟨w, x⟩ ≥ 1
_e points that satisfy at the equality the constraint are called support vectors
and they are the only points that contribute to the decision function. All the
other points are not used during the training and thus they can be discarded.
Under this conditionswe refers to theHardMargin SVM as it requires that all
the points respect the constraints, i.e., no points are allowed to be inside the
margin band. _is version is highly sensitive to outliers and thus not suitable
to be usedwith noisy datasets.An alternative is given by the SoMargin SVM
that relax previous constraints, allowing training data to lie inside themargin
band, or even on thewrong side of the hyperplane. In this case, in order to take
in consideration those errors during the learning, non-negative slack variables









subject to yi⟨w, x⟩ ≥ 1− ξi , ξi ≥ 0
For 0 < ξi ≤ 1 the constraint on the so margin is satisûed, while ξi > 1 is a
non-zero training error. _e slack variable ξi represents the penalty assigned
to the example xi that does not satisfy the constraint. _e term C is the regu-
larization parameter and trades-oò the margin size and data ûtting. An high
value forC leads to having few errors, but increase the possibility of overûtting.
For C →∞, the cost to pay for each error is unaòordable, and it brings back to
have the hardmargin case. Contrary, when C → 0 all the solutions are equals
since we have w = 0.
2.3.2 Dual Formulation
To solve the SVM optimization problem we can swap to the dual formulation,
which allows for using kernels in the algorithm. Accordingly with the Repre-
senter _eorem [16], the w parameter vector can be obtained by a linear com-
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By substituting w in the Equation 7 we obtain:
fα(x) = ⟨∑
i
αi yixi , x⟩ =∑
i
αi yi⟨xi , x⟩ (9)
In the following, we omit the derivation of the dual formulation from the










αiα jyi y j⟨xi, xj⟩
subject to 0 ≤ αi ≤ C
From both primal and dual formulation, there are few observation we can
make:
• We replaced w, whose dimensionality is the same as the input space,
with dual variables αi that are independent of the dimensionality of the
input space. Hence, instead of learning d parameters in the dual form
there is a parameter α to learn for each of the N training examples;
• In N << d, it is more eõcient to solve for α than for d;
• Examples with αi ≥ 0 are called support vectors. _ey are the only ex-
amples used to classify new instances. Typically, a large portion of the
αi are zeros, making the number of support vectors smaller than the
number of training instances.
• _e decision function has a linear form. We can make it non-linear by
transforming the input examples from their original feature space into
another space via a non-linear feature map. Indeed, the dot product in
the dual formulation can be substituted wit a kernel function.
2.3.3 _e kernel trick
_e SVMs operations are expressed in terms of dot products,making possible
to swap to a non-linear form via featuremap: ϕ(Rd → Rd′):
fα(x) =∑
i
αi yi⟨ϕ(xi), ϕ(x)⟩ (10)
where the non-linear map ϕ(⋅) does not have to be computed explicitly. In-
deed, instead of mapping our data and then compute the inner product, we
can do it in one single operation, leaving the mapping completely implicit.
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_is follows as a results of the Mercer’s _eorem [17] that states that a sym-
metric function K(xi , x j) can be expressed as an inner product K(xi , x j) =
⟨ϕ(xi), ϕ(x j)⟩, for some ϕ(⋅) if and only if K(xi , x j) is positive semideûnite,
i.e.∑i∑ j K(xi , x j)cic j ≥ 0∀c.
_us, allweneed to know ishow to compute the dot product,without requir-
ing an explicit form of ϕ(⋅). A function that (i) satisûes theMercer’s _eorem
conditions; and (ii) given two input objects outputs an inner product in some
feature space, it is called kernel function.
_e resulting kernelized SVMs can be expressed as:
fα(x) =∑
i
αi yiK(xi , x) (11)
Depending on the input data and the nature of the task, we can choose dif-
ferent kernel functions. In Table 1,we list some common kernel functions that
can be applied on vectors of ûxed dimensionality.
Polynomial of degree p K(x, y) = (1+ ⟨x, y⟩)p
Sigmoid K(x, y) = tanh(a⟨x, y⟩+ b)
Gaussian RBF K(x, y) = exp(−∥x − y∥2/2σ2)
Table 1: Some examples of widely used kernel functions.
_e kernel function provides an inner product between two input objects
in some implicit feature space, and it can be applied to other types of input
objects such as trees and graphs. In the next section we deûne kernels that are
designed to operate with such structured objects.
2.4 structural kernels
Structural kernels have been successfully applied inmachine learning in all the
domain where computing the objects similarity is a function of the similarity
of their subparts. _is includes bioinformatics, datamining, urban computing
and mostly, Natural Language Processing. _e ability of automatically gener-
ates features,makes structural kernels very appealing for all those taskswhere
no expert knowledge is available.
In this sectionwe introduce theConvolutionTreeKernels, a set of structural
kernels used throughout this thesis: the Syntactic Tree Kernels (STKs) [88],
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the Partial Tree Kernels (PTKs) [63] and the Smoothed Partial Tree Kernels
(SPTKs) [27].
2.4.1 Convolution Tree Kernels
In themajorityofmachine learning approaches, data examples are transformed
in feature vectors,which in turn are used in dot products for carrying out both
learning and classiûcation steps. Kernel Machines (KMs) allow for replacing
the dot productwith kernel functions,which compute the dot product directly
from examples (i.e., they avoid the transformation of examples in vectors). As
showed in Figure 1, Tree Kernels (TKs) are functions designed to compute
the similarity of tree structures by counting the number of common subparts.
What makes a tree kernel diòerent from another is the way in which the sub-
parts, i.e., the tree fragments composing the fragment space, are generated.
Figure 1: General idea of tree kernels computation. Given two tree, the possible frag-
ments are generated in order to form the fragment space. _en, each tree is
represent in terms of its subfragments and a dot product is applied to com-
pute the similarity.
Given two input trees,TKs evaluate the number of substructures, also called
fragments, that they have in common. More formally, let F = { f1, f2, . . . .. fF}
be the space of all possible tree fragments and χi(n) an indicator function
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such that it is equal to 1 if the target fi is rooted in n, equal to 0 otherwise. TKs












represents the number of common fragments rooted at nodes n1 and n2. _e
number and the type of fragments generated depends on the type of the used
tree kernel functions, which, in turn, depends on ∆(n1, n2).
2.4.1.1 Syntactic Tree Kernels (STK)
_e Syntactic Tree Kernel (STK) [88] computes the number of common sub-
structures by using ∆STK(n1, n2) in Eq. 13 , which is deûned as follows 2:
1. if the productions at n1 and n2 are diòerent: ∆STK(n1, n2) = 0;
2. if the productions at n1 and n2 are the same, and n1 and n2 have only
leaf children then: ∆STK(n1, n2) = λ;
3. if the productions at n1 and n2 are the same, and n1 and n2 are not pre-
terminals then:




(1+ ∆STK(c jn1 , c
j
n2)) (14)
where l(n1) is the number of children of n1 and c jn is the j-th child of the node
n.
_e steps (2) and (3) can bemodiûed to introduce a decay factor:
5. ∆STK(n1, n2) = λ;





Finally, by adding the following step:
1. if the nodes n1 and n2 are the same then: ∆STK(n1, n2) = λ.
2 In a syntactic tree, each node can be associated with a production rule
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also the individual nodes will be counted by ∆STK . We call this kernel STKb.
Note that, since the productions are the same, l(n1) = l(n2) and the com-
putational complexity of STK is O(∣NT1 ∣∣NT2 ∣) but the average running time
tends to be linear, i.e., O(∣NT1 ∣ + ∣NT2 ∣), for natural language syntactic trees
[63]. _e main characteristic of STK is that production rules of the grammar
used to generate the tree will not be broken,meaning that siblings separation
is not allowed.
2.4.1.2 _e Partial Tree Kernel (PTK)
[63] generalizes a large class of tree kernels3 as it computes one of the most
general tree substructure spaces. Indeed, PTK allows the children of a node
to be separated to generate new fragments. It turns out that the number of
fragments generated is greater than with STK,making PTK more expressive.
Given two trees, PTK considers any connected subset of nodes as possible
features of the substructure space. Its computation is carried out byEq. 13 using
the following ∆PTK function:
1. if the labels of n1 and n2 are diòerent: ∆PTK(n1, n2) = 0;
2. else:





∆PTK(cn1(I⃗1 j), cn2(I⃗2 j))) (15)
where I⃗1 and I⃗2 are two sequences of indices,which index subsequences
of children u, I⃗ = (i1, ..., i∣u∣), in sequences of children s, 1 ≤ i1 < ... <
i
∣u∣ ≤ ∣s∣, i.e., such that u = si1 ..si∣u∣ , and d(I⃗) = i∣u∣ − i1 + 1 is the distance
between the ûrst and last child.
Aswith STK, Equation 14 can bemodiûed to add two decay factors: µ for the
depth of the tree and λ for the length of the child subsequence with respect to
the original sequence. Hence, the derived λPTK function is deûned as follows:






∆PTK(cn1(I⃗1 j), cn2(I⃗2 j))) (16)
where d(I⃗1) = I⃗1l(I⃗1) − I⃗11 + 1 and d(I⃗2) = I⃗2l(I⃗2) − I⃗21 + 1. _is ensure that both
larger trees and child subsequences with gaps are penalized.
3 It also generalizes string/sequence kernels, i.e., when the tree is just a root with a sequence of
children.
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_e PTK computational complexity isO(pρ2∣NT1 ∣∣NT2 ∣) [63],where p is the
largest subsequence of children thatwewant to consider and ρ is themaximal
outdegree observed in the two trees. However the average running time tends
to be linear for natural language syntactic trees [63].
2.4.1.3 Smoothed Partial Tree Kernel (SPTK)
Tree Kernels such as STK and PTK require and hard matching to the node,
which in case of similar words leads to a loosing of relevant information. _e
Smoothed Partial Tree Kernel [27] is a convolution kernel for dependency
structures that aims at jointlymodeling syntactic and lexical semantic similar-
ity. More in detail, this kernel can measure the similarity of structural similar
trees whose nodes are associated with diòerent but related lexicals.
_e SPTK computation is carried out by using ∆σ(n1, n2) in Eq. 13 deûned
as follows:
1. If n1 and n2 are leaves than: ∆σ(n1, n2) = µλσ(n1, n2);
2. else:






∆sigma(cn1(I⃗1 j), cn2(I⃗2 j)))
(17)
where σ is a similarity function between nodes, e.g. between their lexical
labels, and the other variables are the same of PTK.
3
URBAN DATA
3.1 data definition and preprocessing
3.1.1 Deûnition
Urban data provides information about a physical object in the urban environ-
ment that can be represented by numerical values in a Coordinate Reference
System (CRS).A common choice for CRS is theGeographical Coordinate Sys-
tem (GCS) WGS84, which is a coordinate system that enables representing
every location on Earth by a set of coordinates, i.e., longitude, latitude and el-
evation. An object in the physical space can be described by means of points,
lines, and polygons, e.g., the shape of a city, a river, or a point-of-interest.While
coordinates are descriptive enough for objects identiûed by a point, to repre-
sent more complex structures, e.g., by a such as city boundaries, shape of the
buildings or roadnetworks, a diòerent approach isnecessary.A possibility is to
use thewidely adopted ESRI Shapeûle format, the de facto standard for spatial
analysis and data exchange. It stores the data as primitive geometric shapes like
points, lines, and polygons, which together with the associated data attributes
create the representation of the geographic data. _ose attributes add seman-
tics to the object and can be represented with textual or image data.
3.1.2 Spatial Aggregation
Given the heterogeneity of currently available sources, the availability of com-
parable spatial data is a notorious obstacle when reconstructing characteriza-
tions of urban environments across geographical domains. Geographic data is
regularly captured and stored in diòerent formats as point data and polygon
data, which means that it is necessary to join these ûles in order to use them.
Once all the points are representedwith the same CRS, a common approach
to solve this problem consist of aggregating them in a tessellation built over
the original polygonal shape, e.g., the polygon that contains all the points of
the datasets. In some tasks, such as next location prediction in human mobil-
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Figure 2: Building process of a spatial tessellation over the city boundary of Amster-
dam.
ity, spatial aggregation is also applied to reduce the complexity of the prob-
lem and discretize the space by mapping the coordinates to such tessellation.
In more detail, the spatial aggregation process is divided in two phases: the
ûrst phase aims at creating the tessellation covering the shape that contains
all the points in the dataset. Fig.2 shows an example with a regular tessella-
tion with square cells covering the shape representing the city boundaries. Let
C be the polygon composed by q vertices v1, ..., vq that deûne the city bound-
aries. We deûne the grid G as the tessellation covering C with m × n squared
cells: G = {ci j}i=1,..,m; j=1,...,n, where ci j is the squared cell (i, j) deûned by two
vertices representing the top-le and bottom-right coordinates.Depending on
the nature of the problem, such tessellation can be formedwith any triangle or
quadrilateral tile or, as in the case of Voronoi tessellation, with tile deûned as
the set of points closest to one of the points in a discrete set of deûning points.
During the second phase, a spatial join operator is applied between the tessella-
tion and all the points contained in the dataset. In a spatial join, two geometry
objects aremerged based on their spatial relationship to one another. _us, in
the output each geometric location is assigned to an area.
3.2 urban data sources
Urban spaces are a physical manifestation of continuous processes of human
interaction andof theweaving and knitting of social relations unfolding through
space and stratifying through time. Cities are inherently hard to understand;
their interlacing facets and tangled assemblages render them diõcult to frame
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[18, 22]. In this sectionwe review the frequently used data sources about urban
data together with representative example applications.
3.2.1 Location-Based Social Networks (LBSNs)
For urban study purposes, it is very important to have an up-to-date image
of the status as all the urban phenomena and changes over timemay occur. A
help in this direction is given by sensing technologies and Location-based So-
cial Networks (LBSNs), e.g., Foursquare1,whichhave increased theproduction
and availability of geographical data. Foursquare is awell-known LBSN,which
provides information about key social, cultural, and infrastructural compo-
nentsof an area by capturing itsPoint-Of-Interests (POIs).Moreover, Foursquare
allows users to register their presence in a place bymeans of a check-in action,
which collects their latitude and longitude coordinates and additional meta-
data such as the check-in venue, comments and photos. A POI is usually char-
acterized by a location (i.e., latitude and longitude), textual information (e.g.,
a description of the activity in that place) and a hierarchical categorization
that provides diòerent levels of detail about the activity of the place (e.g., Food,
Asian Restaurant, Chinese Restaurant). For example, for the activity, Chinese
Restaurant, we have the path Food→ Asian Restaurant → Chinese Restaurant.
An example where LBSN data can be used it the automatic analysis of land
use, which enables the possibility of better administrating a city in terms of
resources and provided services. However, such analysis requires speciûc in-
formation, which is oen not available for privacy concerns. For instance, in
[92] used the check-in information available in Foursquare to classify the land
use in NewYorkCity (NYC). In particular, they applied extensive feature engi-
neering, mainly based on spatio-temporal data of check-in actions, and they
built aGold Standard from the data provided by theNYCDepartment of City
Planning 2013,mapped on a tessellationwith squared cells of 200×200meters
that covers the whole NYC area.
3.2.1.1 Traõc
World population is increasingly moving from rural areas to urban centers.
Actually, approximately 54% of people worldwide live in cities, especially in
metropolises, which oòer better working and leisure opportunities. For in-
stance, in urban areas there is greater access to work, a wide variety of op-
1 https://foursquare.com
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tions for education and training, ease of transport and abundance of attractive
places within a few kilometers. Across huge cities people tend to move more
and have to do it faster than in the past. On the other hand, heavy traõc (e.g.,
traõc jams, severe traõc congestions, etc.) can cause noise and atmospheric
pollution (i.e., smog, hydrocarbon concentration, and exhaust gas emissions).
Optimizing the public transportation system can therefore help in improving
the quality of citizens’ lives, both by facilitating their mobility and ensuring
their health.
_e research in this ûeld can also support transport companies to provide a
better service, in terms of waiting times for the customers, fuel saving, traõc
reduction, and ease ofmobility.
In our work [14] we propose Achilles, a web-based application which pro-
vides an easy-to-use interface to explore themobility uxes and the connectiv-
ity of urban zones in a city, as well as to visualize changes in the transport sys-
tem resulting from the addition or removal of transport modes, urban zones
and single stops. Achilles is based on amultiplex network representation of
mobility data [19] for the city of Singapore. Each layer describes people’smove-
ments with a given transport mode, e.g. buses,metros, taxis. A node in a layer
represents an urban zone of the city, edges indicate routes between zones and
edge weights indicate the amount of people moving between two nodes in a
given timewindow.Achilles exploits this network representation and allows
the user to visualize changes in the transport system resulting from the ad-
dition or removal of transport modes, urban zones and single stops. Notably,
Achilles allows to compute theHeel-ness of a zone, ameasure introduced in
this paper which indicates the probability of a zone to disconnect the network
when edges adjacent to it are removed. _e computation of the Heel-ness al-
lows Achilles to state that the transport system has an Urban Achilles Heel if
there is at least one urban zone with a non-zero Heel-ness.
3.2.2 Mobile Phone
_ere are almost 6 billion mobile phone users worldwide. _e world coverage
has raised from 12% of the world population in 2000 up to 96% in 2014 [1],
and this number even reaches 100% of population in the developed countries.
_ese devices generate an incredible amount of data on howwe use ourmobile
phone daily and howwe interactwith other people. Furthermore, they contain
location data (e.g. from where a person calls) that make people’s movements
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easily traceable through the antennas to which they are connected or, even
better, with ad hoc applications that register the GPS tracks.
_e availability of these data is indeed deûning a novel area of research that
exploits CDRs to extract human mobility patterns [65, 64] and social interac-
tions [67, 66], estimates population densities [55],models citiy structures [68],
predicts socio-economic indicators and outcomes of territories [69, 70, 71],
and models the spread of diseases [68, 91, 72, 89] (See Blondel et al. [90] for
a comprehensive review of recent advances in studies using mobile phone
datasets).
3.2.3 Environment
As in other scientiûc disciplines, also in environmental science data-driven
approaches have been successfully applied to key problems such as climate
change and air quality monitoring. _e resolution of such tasks provides new
understanding of the complex natural system and its mechanisms that con-
tribute to climate change, such as the growing intensity of hurricanes [33],
weather prediction [32], and the occurrence of extreme weather events that
results in unprecedented environmental and socioeconomics disasters. Envi-
ronmental data demonstrated to be eòective also in other ûeld such as social
science.
3.2.4 Social Media
_e emergence of social media user-generated data, such as text, photos and
video, introduces furtheropportunities for researchers toquantitatively inspect
diòerent aspects of human behaviour such as the social well-being of individ-
uals and communities [73] and socio-economic status of geographical regions
[74]. By adding the location to such data records we can, for instance, model
peoplemovements and activities. In [107] they propose to predict the taxi pick-
up zones inNewYorkCity (NYC), based on start/end points of trajectories and
Twitter data,while Frias et al. [58] used tweets as input data to predict the land
use of a certain areas ofManhattan.
Even more promising is the study of datasets combining social media data
with CDRs and other economic and demographic indicators [83, 75].
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3.2.5 Governments andMunicipalities
_e Census dataset represents an interesting source of information that can be
linked tootherdata, for example, tounderstand andpredict the socio-economic
well-being of a given territorial area. Census data is a periodical collection
where sociodemographic and economic information about household mem-
bers are collected by means of survey directly ûlled by the householders. An
interesting part of Census data is the one concerning location habits, such as
workplace and previous residence, of the household members. For instance,
Census datawas used by Simini et al. [31] to test the radiationmodel, a human
mobility model used to describe ows of people between diòerent locations.
Another example of administrative dataset is represented by land use,which
assign to each urban zone a speciûc use class, e.g., Residential, Commercial,
Manufacturing.An interesting combination of diòerent administrative data is
the one proposed by De Nadai et al. in [53]. _ey empirically investigated the
urban conditions that makes a city’s area lively, by combining CDRs, social
media data (i.e. Foursquare’s Point of Interests), Open Street Map data, and
census and land use data.
3.2.6 People’s Mobility
_e availability of data that describe human mobility (e.g.,GPS traces,mobile
phone records, social media records) is a trend that will grow in the near fu-
ture. In particular, this will happen when the shi from traditional vehicles to
autonomous self-driving car, will transform our society, the economy and the
environment.
Mobility behaviors have been captured mainly by (i) Call Detail Records
(CDRs) (Sec. 3.2.2), (ii) social media networks (See Section 3.2.4), and by (ii)
smartphone applications that collect user movements by leveraging on Global
Positioning System(GPS) data. Indeed, it isworth noticing that bothCDRs are
based on the cell towers of a provider, thus resulting in a coarser spatial gran-
ularity with respect to the GPS data. In addition, CDRs and social media data
suòer from low temporal resolution since they are event-driven (i.e. records
are created by a call/SMS trigger or through the user check-in),while theGPS
overcome this since they are generated independently of the phone usage [52].
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3.3 a multi-source urban life dataset
Unfortunately the availability of communications and social media data is usu-
ally restricted to a few research teams that sign non-disclosure agreements
(NDAs) and research contractswith telecommunication andotherprivate com-
panies. _us, the lack of open datasets limits the number of potential studies
and creates issues in the process of validation and reproducibility needed by
the scientiûc community. In this context, research challenges that provide ac-
cess to a large number of research teams to the same dataset are becoming
a truly valuable framework to advance the state of the art in the ûeld. A pro-
totypical example is oòered by Orange’s "Data for Development" (D4D) ini-
tiative in 2013 [82] and 2014-2015 [81]. Analogously, Telecom Italia organized
the Telecom Italia Big Data Challenge, providing various geo-referenced and
anonymized datasets. In the 2014 edition they provided data of two Italian ar-
eas: the city ofMilan and the Province of Trentino. More than 650 teams from
more than 100 universities have participated in thisChallenge. In addition, the
data pertaining to the challenge have been released to the research teams un-
der the Open Database License (ODbL), thus triggering a long tail of follow
on research work based on these data [80, 79, 78, 30, 77].
In this section,we describeourwork on the richestopenmulti-source dataset
ever released on two geographical areas [1]._e dataset is composed ofmost of
the urban data introduced in this chapter: telecommunication, weather, news,
social networks and electricity data from the city of Milan and the Province
of Trentino (see Figures 2 and 3). _e uniquemulti-source composition of the
dataset makes it an ideal testbed for methodologies and approaches aimed at
tackling a wide range of problems including energy consumption, mobility
planning, tourist and migrant ows, urban structures and interactions, event
detection, urban well-being andmany others.
_emulti-source nature of the current dataset permits themodeling ofmul-
tiple dimensions of a given geographical area and to address a variety of prob-
lems and scientiûc issues that range from the classic human mobility and traf-
ûc analysis studies to energy consumption and linguistic studies. _e dataset
has been released to the whole research community and here we provide a
detailed description of the data records’ structure, and present the methodol-
ogy used in the data collection/aggregation process. _is dataset represent an
unique resource for the research community that widely is using it in many
interesting studies and applications. Among the others, this dataset has been
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used to estimate population [30], relationship between urban communication
and happiness [29], energy consuption forecasting [28] and network demand
prediction [35].
_e datasets are released under theOpenDatabase License (ODbL) and are
publicly available in theHarvard Dataverse 2.
Dataset type Issuer Area
Grid Telecom Italia Milan, Trentino
Social Pulse SpazioDati, DEIB Milan, Trentino
Telecommunications Telecom Italia Milan, Trentino
Precipitations Meteotrentino, ARPA Milan, Trentino
Weather ARPA Milan, Trentino
Electricity SET Distribuzione SPA Trentino
News Citynews Milan, Trentino
Table 2: Dataset types and issuers.
3.3.1 Data Records
Since the datasets come from various companieswhich have adopted diòerent
standards, their spatial distribution irregularity is aggregated in a grid with
square cells by applying the methodology presented in Section 3.1.2. _is al-
lows comparisons between diòerent areas and eases the geographical manage-
ment of the data._us, the area ofMilan is composed of a grid overlay of 10000
squares with size of about 235× 235 meters and Trentino is composed of a grid
overlay of 6575 squares (see Figure 4). _is grid is projected with theWGS84
(EPSG:4326) standard.
3.3.1.1 Telecommunications activity and interactions
_e Call Detail Records (CDRs) are provided by TIM3. Every time a user en-
gages a telecommunication interaction, aRadio Base Station (RBS) is assigned
by the operator and delivers the communication through the network. _en,
a newCDR is created recording the time of the interaction and the RBSwhich
2 https://dataverse.harvard.edu/dataverse/bigdatachallenge
3 https://www.tim.it/






Figure 3:Hexbin map with logaritmic color scale of the Province of Trentino. Each
layer represents a speciûc dataset. In the energy layer the red color repre-
sents the sum of consumed electricity. In the precipitation layer colors go
from blue (minimummean intensity of precipitations) to red (themaximum
one). In the other layers the blue color represents the minimum number of
events (e.g. connections, tweets, news),while the red themaximumnumber
of events. _eNews pulsemap is generated from theNews dataset, which is
only available for Trento while the Social Pulsemap shows the high concen-
tration of Tweets in the biggest cities of Trentino.
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Figure 4:_e various grid systems employed in this project.
handled it. From the RBS it is possible to obtain an indication of the user’s ge-
ographical location, thanks to the coveragemaps Cmap which associates each
RBS to the portion of territory which it serves (AKA coverage area, Figure 5).
In order to spatially aggregate the CDRs inside the grid, each interaction is
associated with the coverage area v of the RBS which handled it. Hence, the







where Rv, j(t) is the number of records in the coverage area v at time t, Av
is the surface of the coverage area v and Av∩i is the surface of the spatial inter-
section between v and the square i.
_ere aremany types of CDRs andTelecom Italiahas recorded the following
activities:
received sms a CDR is generated each time a user receives an SMS
sent sms a CDR is generated each time a user sends an SMS
incoming call a CDR is generated each time a user receives a call
outgoing call a CDR is generated each time a user issues a call
internet a CDR is generated each time a user starts an Internet connection
or ends an Internet connection. During the same connection a CDR is
generated if the connection lasts for more than 15 minutes or the user
transferredmore than 5 MB.
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_e shared datasets were created combining all this anonymous informa-
tion, with a temporal aggregation of time slots of ten minutes. _e number of
records in the datasets S′i(t) follows the rule:
S′i(t) = Si(t)k (19)
where k is a constant deûned by Telecom Italia, which hides the true number
of calls, SMS and connections.
Figure 5: An example of coveragemap ofMilan.
_e ûrst typeof datasetbuiltbyusingCDRs represents the activityofTrentino
andMilan, showing all the aforementioned telecommunication events which
took place within these areas. _e data provides information of TIM’s cus-
tomers interacting with the network and of other people using it while roam-
ing.
Two types of CDR datasets were also produced to measure the interaction
intensity between diòerent locations: one from a particular area (Trentino/Mi-
lan) to any of the Italian provinces and one quantifying the interactionswithin
the city/province (e.g.Milan toMilan). SinceTIMonly possesses the data of its
own customers, the computed interactions are only between them._ismeans
that (at most) 34% of population’s data is collected, due to Telecom Italia’s mar-
ket share 4. Moreover there is no information about missed calls.
4 http://www.agcom.it/documents/10179/1734740/Studio-Ricerca+24-07-2014/5541e017-3c7a-
42ò-b82f-66b460175f68?version=1.0, date of access 06/08/2014
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3.3.1.2 Social Pulse
_e Social Pulse dataset is composed of geo-located tweets that were posted
by users from Trentino and Milan between November 1, 2013 and December
31, 2013. _e stream was gathered through the Twitter Streaming API (https:
//dev.twitter.com/docs/streaming-apis) which is a free service allow-
ing the extraction of ∼ 1% of the total Twitter feed through a set of ûlterers pro-
vided by the user. _is process saves the author username, the tweet content
and the time-stamp when the tweet has been written. In order to ensure the
privacy of the original users, their username has been obfuscated and the text
of the tweet has been replaced with a list of entities extracted by the dataTXT-
NEX tool (https://dandelion.eu/products/datatxt/), a tool to identify
meaningful sequences of one ormore terms, and then to link them to themost
appropriateWikipedia page. _e obfuscation of the username has been done
using the hash function SHA-1, and two random generated strings (SALT1 and
SALT2):
usernamenew = sha1(SALT1+ username + SALT2) (20)
3.3.1.3 Weather station data
_e weather data describes meteorological phenomena type and intensity in
Milan and Trentino. _e data ofMilan are collected by Agenzia Regionale per
la Protezione dell’Ambiente (ARPA)5 whileTrentino’s data are collected byMe-
teotrentino 6.
milan InMilan, the type and the intensity of the phenomena are continu-
ously measured by diòerent sensors located within the city limit. Each sensor
has a unique ID, a type and a location. Diòerent sensors can share the same
location._e data are split into two datasets called Legend dataset andWeather
Phenomena. Intuitively, the former provides the locations of the sensors and
the unit ofmeasurements, while the latter contains themeasurement ûles for
each sensor. _e sensors can measure diòerent meteorological phenomena:
Wind Direction,Wind Speed, Temperature, Relative Humidity, Precipitation,
GlobalRadiation, AtmosphericPressure andNet Radiation._ere is no spatial
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trentino _e dataset containsmeasurements about temperature,precip-
itation and wind speed/direction taken in 36 Weather Stations placed around
the Province of Trentino. _ere is no spatial aggregation and the data are ag-
gregated in timeslots of 15 minutes.
3.3.1.4 Precipitation
_e precipitation datasets provide information about precipitation intensity
and type over the geographical area. _e data of Milan and Trentino are col-
lected by ARPA (http://www.arpa.piemonte.it/rischinaturali) and
by Meteotrentino respectively. Since they adopt diòerent standards, we orga-
nized two sections to describe them.
milan _is dataset is temporally aggregated every 10 minutes and spa-
tially aggregated in four quadrants of equal size of 11.75× 11.75 km, correspond-
ing to 50 squares of the grid used for the aggregation.
_e precipitation types are described as:
• Absent (type 0): precipitation quantity equal to 0 mm/h;
• Slight (type 1): precipitation quantity equal in [0, 2] mm/h;
• Moderate (type 2): precipitation quantity equal in [2, 10] mm/h;
• Heavy (type 3): precipitation quantity equal to in [10, 100] mm/h.
while the precipitation intensity is characterized asAbsent (type 0), Rain (type
1) and Snow (type 2).
trentino _e precipitation intensity values for Trentino are spatial ag-
gregated over theTrentino grid and temporal aggregated every 10minutes and
they follow the standard described as:
• very slight: precipitation intensity deûned [1, 3] meaning an amount of
[0.20, 2.0] mm/hr;
• slight:precipitation intensitydeûned [4,6]meaning an amountof [2.0, 7.0]
mm/hr;
• moderate: precipitation intensity deûned [7, 9] meaning an amount of
[7.0, 16.0] mm/hr;
• heavy:precipitation intensitydeûned [10, 12]meaning an amountof [16.0, 30.0]
mm/hr;
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• very heavy: precipitation intensity deûned [13, 15] meaning an amount
of [30.0, 70.0] mm/hr;
• extreme: precipitation intensity deûned [16, 18] meaning an amount of
more than 70 mm/hr;
_e precipitation data collection is not continuous due to some technical
issues such as the presence of snow over the sensor radar. For this reason, we
issued the data availability dataset which indicates whether the data has been
collected or not for a speciûc time interval.
3.3.1.5 SET Electricity
SET manages almost the entire electrical network over the Trentino territory.
It uses around 180 primary distribution lines (medium voltage lines) to bring
energy from the national grid to Trentino’s consumers. To ensure the privacy
of SET’s customers, their locations and the geometry of the 180 primary distri-
bution lines is not explicitly exposed. Consequently, the Customer site dataset
shows the number of customer sites of each power line per grid square, while
the Linemeasurement dataset indicates the amount of owing energy through
the lines at time t. Customer sites provide energy to diòerent types of cus-
tomers (e.g. houses, condominiums, business activities, industries etc.),which
require diòerent amount of electricity. For privacy reasons this information is
hidden,meaning that in the dataset the energyowing is uniformlydistributed
among the various types of customers.
Figure 6 shows the processwe have done to transform the original dataset to
the shared one. In the ûrst layer we have the exact position of each customer
site (e.g. some of them are industries, others are small houses) and the pre-
cise geometry of each line. In the second layer we lose the exact geometries of
customer sites and power lines. However, this information is summarized in
the Customer site dataset where for each square grid the number of customer
sites is recorded alongwith the information about the power line they are con-
nected to. In the third layer we know how the customer sites of a power line
are distributed over the grid and the energy owing through each power-line
(from theLinemeasurement dataset). It is thenpossible todistribute the energy
owing through a powerline p over the grid in order to build a choroplethmap
of the energy consumption in each grid square (last layer in Figure 6).
_e Line measurement dataset is temporal aggregated in time-slots of 10
minutes.









Figure 6:_e SET customers are spatially aggregated into the grid squares and the en-
ergy consumption is uniformly divided among the customers, hiding their
diòerent type (e.g. houses, condominiums, business activities, industries).
3.3.1.6 News
_e news datasets contain all the articles published on the websites Milano
Today 7 and Trento Today8. Each news is referred to the geographical loca-
tion where the event happened. All the news referring to the general area (the
whole city of Milan or the whole Province of Trentino) are geo-tagged to its
administrative centre.
3.3.1.7 Grid
Some of the datasets are spatially aggregated using a regular grid covering the
territory. _e Grid dataset provides the geographical reference of each square





_e presented datasets can be enriched by using census data provided by the
Italian National Institute of Statistics (ISTAT) 9, a public research organiza-
tion and the main provider of oõcial statistics in Italy. _e census data have
been released for 1999, 2001 and 2011. However, he resolution of the data is not
uniform over the national territory. Urban areas have a resolution of 1:50.000,
while areas with low population density have a resolution of 1:25.000.
_e dataset10, released in Italian, is composed of four parts:TerritorialBases
(Basi Territoriali), Administrative Boundaries (ConûniAmministrativi), Cen-
sus Variables (Variabili Censuarie) and data about Toponymy (Dati Topono-
mastici). _e ûrst set contains the geographical shapeûle data of all the Italian
regional areas. _e second set is composed of the administrative boundaries
used in the last three censuses. _e third contains census variables, divided
into eight diòerent groups: residential population, foreign population, families,
education level, work status, commuting, accommodations info and building
composition._e last set contains all the information about civic numbers and
maps used in the census of 2011. _e Census dataset represents an interesting
source of information that can be linked to the data described in this paper to,
for example, understand and predict the socio-economicwell-being of a given
territorial area.
For each information point I referring to a geographical area v (contained
in the shapeûle),we can calculate the proportion of datawhich belongs to each
GRID’s square g:




where Ap is the area of a polygon p. Aer this process, the ISTAT data is
correctly linked to the GRID.
3.3.2 Statistical and Visual Characterization
_e technical quality validation of the datasets is limited due to the absence of
similar datasets to compare our results with. Hence, we propose a statistical
9 http://www.istat.it/en/
10 http://www.istat.it/it/archivio/104317, date of access 09/09/2015
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and visual characterization with the aim of supporting the naive correctness
of the information provided.
3.3.2.1 Temporal aspects
Generally, people perform diòerent activities during the day. Many of them
are repeated on a daily basis (e.g. eating at noon, jogging in the evening etc.),
others on a weekly basis (e.g. watching the favourite football team at the sta-
dium). From Figures 7 and 8 it is possible to observe a strong daily seasonality
which usually starts at 7:00, when people turn on their phones and probably
commute to work and then slowly decreases in the evening when people re-
turn home and sleep. Moreover, there is also a weekly seasonality due to the
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Figure 8: Box-plots showing the calls, SMS, and InternetCDRs distributions perweek-
day and per cell in Milan.
Similarly,Twitter data (see Figure 7) have a strong daily seasonal component
which starts in the earlymorning and increases during the day, having a peak
around 22:00. Nonetheless, there is also a soweekly seasonality observable es-
pecially comparing Sunday andMonday. Instead, news stories exhibit a strong
weekly seasonality which is probably due to work cycles, since Saturdays and
Sundays less news are published (on the website) respectively to other days.
Since it is not possible to have a well-established ground truth for the data,
some important eventswith expected high importance forMilanwere selected
to validate it. For example, we observed the stadium area ofMilan and we no-
ticed a steep increase in the number of communications in this area compared
to other days. Similarly, this happened for the New Year eve in all areas ofMi-
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lan andTrentino._is test suggests that the data correctly reects the temporal
human behavioural patterns for the two areas considered.
3.3.2.2 Spatial aspects
We compare some locations thatwe expect tohavemarkedlydiòerentbehavioural
signatures. We select the following areas:
• Bocconi, one of themost famousUniversities inMilan (Square id: 4259);
• Navigli district, one of themost famousnightlife places inMilan (Square
id: 4456);
• Duomo, the city centre ofMilan (Square id: 5060);
• Duomo, the city centre of Trento (Square id: 5200);
• Mesiano, the department of Engineering of the University of Trento
(Square id: 5085);
• Bosco della città, a forest near Trento (Square id: 4703).
As depicted in themobile phone usage plot (see Figure 9), the selected areas
show very diòerent behavioural patterns.As expected,Navigli is characterized
by an increase in Internet connections during the evening, while Bocconi’s
connections drop oò during theweekends. Moreover, Bocconi has less mobile
phone activity than Duomo, which is the centre of the city and the most im-
portant tourist attraction.
Similarly, inTrentinowe expect to havemany connections in the city centre,
a lower number of connections atMesiano,which is outside the city centre and
very few connections in Bosco della città, because of its position and function.
_e plot conûrms our expectations.
_is proves the consistency between the expected spatial behaviour and the
observed one.
3.3.3 Metrics
In theTelecommunications and Social pulse datasets,we provided record level
datawhich are not algorithmically aggregated on purpose. Indeed,wewant to
share data as close as possible to the raw data. _e reason is that our goal is to
give researchers the possibility both to extract known metrics and to design
new ones. In the following we discuss some examples ofmetrics which can be




































Figure 9:Weekly spatial behaviour of the six selected areas in Milan and Trentino.
3.3.3.1 Hotspots
_e Telecommunications and Social pulse datamake it possible to identify the
hotspots of the city, deûned as areas with high activity density with respect to
the rest of the city. _e simplest way to deûne hotspots is by choosing a thresh-
old δ equal to the average of the city’s activity, and considering hotspots as all
the points with a density larger than that. However, this is only the minimal
requirement. For this reason, it is possible tomore restrictively deûne hotspots
using the Loubar threshold introduced in [68]. _e Loubar threshold is a time-
dependent threshold that considers the inequality of the city, deûned through
the Lorenz curve of the density distribution of activity. From this deûnition, it
is possible to study several behavioural aspects and cities’ characteristics. For
example, Louail et al. [68] designed various indexes to quantitatively deûne
the typology of cities and their spatial structure, such as:
• number of hotspots,which scaleswith the population following a power
law;
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• hotspots’ relative importance that evolves during the day. Hence, it is pos-
sible to capture the evolution observing permanent hotspots (places that
are important all day), intermittent (with a lifespan of only few hours
per day) and intermediate (with a lifespan ∼ 12 hours). Consequently,
researchers can study cities through the lens of hotspots’ stability;
• the spatial structure of hotspots and their aforementioned categories can
be studied to determine the typology of a city (e.g. mono-centric cities).
3.3.3.2 Network basedmetrics
From the Telecommunications interactions datasets (e.g. Milan toMilan), it is
possible to create a virtual network of an area that describes awho-calls-whom
network. Similarly to the physical network where people and goods move, the
virtual network determines how information and knowledgemoves. Clarke et
al. [70] deûned this network using the D4D Senegal data, and computed the
following metrics:
• the gravity residual, meaning the diòerence between observed and ex-
pected ows of calls;
• the network advantage, which measure an area’s interaction entropy;
• the introversion which compares the outgoing, incoming and total vol-
ume of traõc.
_esemetricswere also linked to socio-economicaldata in order to estimate
poverty levels in a region.

4
STRUCTURAL SEMANT IC MODEL S FOR URBAN ZONE
REPRE SENTAT ION
In recent years, the increasing availability of data frompopular social networks,
mobile phones, and other sensing devices has revealed many aspects of our
cities and helped researchers to better characterize cities. A notable example
is by [83],who proposed amodel for predicting themost important activity of
an urban area using Foursquare and mobile phone data. Along a similar line,
[56] explored the attractiveness of diòerent NYC places, combining mobile
phone data and geo-located photos from Flickr. [40] proposed an online, semi-
supervised,multimodal embedding method for geo-located informationwith
space, time and text. _e joint embeddings have been evaluated on cross-type
retrieval task by retrieving (i) location for a given keywords and (ii) activities
for a given location. Severalworkshave also targeted landuse classiûcation and
functional area detection. For example, [49] proposed a framework to classify
functionalities of an area for the city of Beijing using trajectories of taxicab
and POIs. _ey designed a topic model to represent each function of an area
as a topic, the region as a document, and POIs and trajectories as metadata
and words, respectively. _e problem of detecting functional areas has been
also studied including the temporal aspect. [50] proposed a spatio-temporal
approach for the detection of functional regions. _ey exploited three diòer-
ent clustering algorithms to better track how the functionality of a city’s re-
gion changes over time. _ey extracted features from Foursquare’s POIs and
check-in activities in the region ofManhattan (New York). In particular, their
model included POIs’ information by combining Latent Dirichlet Allocation
and Dirichlet Multinomial Regression. _e output was a vector representing
the intensity of each topic (function) in the area, and could be used to aggre-
gate regions with similar functions, applying k-means clustering.
In this chapter we focus on the design of semantic structures to model in-
put urban zones by using LBSNs data, i.e., point-of-interests (POIs). First, we
present new structural kernels that can automatically capture themost impor-
tant patterns from the POI structure of city areas. _ese patterns are automati-
cally engineered features that can be used in any urban related task such as the
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classiûcation of the land use of urban zones, crime prediction and human mo-
bility._is chapter is based on our previousworks [2][3]wherewe proposed to
represent urban zones in three diòerent ways: (i) as a bag-of-concepts (BOC)
extracted from the Foursquare description of the area, e.g., Arts and Entertain-
ment, College and University, Event, Food; and (ii) as the same concepts above
organized in a hierarchical representation (HR), reecting the hierarchical cat-
egory structure of the LBSN activities; (iii) as a frequency hierarchical repre-
sentation (FHR) that take into account also themultiple presence of the same
POI category in the urban area.
Secondly, we designed kernels combining BOC vectors with Tree Kernels
(TKs) applied to concept trees and used them in Support Vector Machines
(SVMs). In particular, we apply standard Tree Kernel (TK) functions [61, 88,
62, 63], to HR to project them in the space of all their possible substructures
such that each space dimension corresponds to a given semantic structural
feature. However, this approach do not take into account the importance of
diòerent nodes, this mainly because it has been designed for natural language
processing tasks, e.g., question answering [129]. In contrast, we assume that
diòerent POIs can assume diòerent relevance because they repeat with diòer-
ent frequency in diòerent areas. _us, we deûne a new general Hierarchical
POI Kernel (HPK), which can take the importance of diòerent POIs into ac-
count by increasing the contribution of structure matches with POI weights,
e.g., using the well-known TF × IDF heuristic.
Finally,weuse a SupportVectorMachine (SVM)withTreeKernels toproject
structures in the space of all their possible substructures such that each dimen-
sion corresponds to a given semantic structural feature. We make these sub-
structures explicit by means of a mining algorithm, which extracts the most
relevant features (tree fragments) from the implicit TK space according to the
weights the kernel machine assigned to them. Our approach can produce an
explicit set of representative features that can be used to classify and charac-
terize urban zones. _is (i) improves the understanding of the target problem,
(ii) highly speeds up both learning and classiûcation as we can work in a lin-
earized kernel space, and (iii) enables the use of structural features in other
machine learning models, e.g., XGBoost.
_e remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. Section 4.1 intro-
duces our structured representation for urban zones, Section 4.2.1 is devoted
to present our structural semanticmodels and, ûnally, Section 4.3 present our
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mining algorithm tomake an explicit set of features that can be used to classify
and characterize urban zones.
4.1 geo-spatial representations
In this sectionwe present our structural representation aimed at describing ur-
ban zones bymeans of geo-located semantic information, i.e., textual category
of POIs. Given the hierarchical nature of LBSN data, we use tree structures as
our base representation. Among the advantages of using trees, they provide
a suõcient exibility in representation and allow for easier feature extraction
than, for example, graph structures. In addition, when used within the tree
kernel learning framework, tree structures allow for eõcient and powerful au-
tomatic feature engineering.
4.1.1 Bag-Of-Concepts
In Natural Language Processing (NLP), the ûrst and simple idea to model text
is the so-called bag-of-words. _is representation treats words as atomic units
mapping them to a ûnite-set of corresponding numbers with the same size of
the word vocabulary. _emain draw-back of such approach stems to the fact
that words order is completely ignored. For example, the sentence "Today is
a wonderful day" has the same BOW representation than one of its shuøed
variant "Wonderful day is today a". Despite the fact that the order, and thus
the grammar, are not taken into consideration, this representation turned to
be very accurate for a wide range of NLP applications. Similarly to the NLP,
the most straightforward way to represent a zone by means of LBSN data is
to use its POIs. Every venue is hierarchically categorized (e.g. Professional and
Other Places→Medical Center→Doctor’s oõce) and the categories are used to
produce an aggregated representation of the zone. _us, given an urban zone
u and its set POIu, a simple feature representations can be built by aggregat-
ing all the venues together, namely we count the category (e.g. Food) in all the
POIs present in the cell._at is, the Bag-Of-Concepts (BOC) representation is
generated by counting the number of each activity under each category. How-
ever, this simple representation does not take into account by the hierarchical
structure of categories, and thus provide a very shallow representation of the
urban space.
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Figure 10: Example of GeoTree built from the hierarchical categorization of
Foursquare venues.
4.1.2 Geographical Tree (GeoTree)
Every LBSN (e.g., Foursquare) has its own Hierarchical Category Tree (HCT),
which is used to characterize each location and activity (e.g., restaurant or
shops) in the database. _us, each POI is associated with a hierarchical path,
which semantically describes the type of location/activity (e.g., for Chinese
Restaurant we have the path Food→ Asian Restaurant → Chinese Restaurant).
_e ûrst representation we propose is the Geo-Tree (GT), a tree structure
where the nodes are LBSN categories and the edges among them are the same
provided in its hierarchical category tree. Given an urban zone u, GeoTree is
basically composed of all paths associated with the POIs that we ûnd in the
target zone u. Precisely, we connect all these paths in a new root node. _is
way, the ûrst level of root children corresponds to the most general category
in the list (e.g., Arts & Entertainment, Event, Food, etc.), the second level of
our tree corresponds to the second level of the HCT, and so on. _e terminal
nodes are the ûnest-grained descriptions in terms of category about the area
(e.g., College Baseball Diamond or Southwestern French Restaurant).
For example, Figure 10 illustrates the semantic structure of an urban zone
obtained by combining all the categories’ chains of each venue.
_e advantage of the structured representation over the features-basedmod-
els comes from its ability to encode powerful contextual features in the formof
tree fragments. Additionally, this path is much more informative than just the
target POI name, as it provides feature combinations following the structure
and the node proximity information, e.g., Food & Asian Restaurant or Asian
Restaurant & Chinese Restaurant are valid features whereas Food & Chinese
Restaurant is not.
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4.1.3 Frequency Geographical Tree (F-GeoTree)
Despite the informative structure ofGeoTree, this representation suòers from
the problem of not encoding the frequency of the diòerent POIs in a speciûc
area, which is also a disadvantage with respect to simple BOC. To overcome
thisproblem,we explore a diòerent approach byproposing an alternative struc-
ture that take into account the multiple presence of the same POI, e.g., two
Food & Café, in a given urban zone.
Given an Hierarchical Category Tree, an urban zone u and its associated
set of Point-Of-Interests POIu, we deûne the Frequency Geo-Tree (FGT) as
the tree composed with all paths from such HCT associated with the all the
POI ∈ POIu, increasing the frequency associated to each node every time
that node appears in a path. Precisely, we connect all these paths in a new
root node and we count the category presence at each level of the structure.
_is way, the ûrst level of root children corresponds to the most general cat-
egory in the list (e.g. Arts & Entertainment, Event, Food, etc.) and it will also
contains nodes with the highest frequency. _en, the second level of the tree
corresponds to the second level of theHCT, and so on. _e terminal nodes are
the ûnest-grained descriptions in terms of category about the area (e.g.College
Baseball Diamond or Southwestern French Restaurant). In this way, each node
will have not only the associated category, but also the frequency representing
the number of times such category has been found in the POIs list. Addition-
ally, for each tree level, its nodes can have atmost the same frequency of parent
nodes, and have a frequency equal to or greater than the child nodes.
For example, Figure 11 shows the semantic structure of an urban zone u
obtained by combining all the categories’ chains of each venue.
4.2 semantic structural models
A large eòort in previous work with urban data [47, 83, 57] was devoted to
engineering features in an attempt to encode various aspects of input objects
that can help to learn better discriminative functions. However, these feature
vectors have in general some limitations as they (i) only encode small amount
of information available for the target area and (ii) do not capture relations
between diòerent elements in the urban zone, i.e., POIs.
As introduced in Section 2.3, a valid alternative to the tedious manual fea-
ture engineering process is to use kernels function that automatically gener-
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Figure 11: Example of Frequency Geo Tree built for a squared cell by using the hierar-
chical categorization of Foursquare venues.
ates a very large number of features representing the input objects. A class
of learning methods building on kernels is represented by Kernel Machines
(KMs), which allows for replacing the dot product with kernel functions di-
rectly applied to examples, i.e., they avoidmapping examples into vectors. _e
main advantage of KMs is a much lower computational complexity than the
dot product as the kernel computation does not depend on the size of the fea-
ture space. Given a dataset S = {(xi , yi) ∶ i = 1, ...., n} and a kernel function K,
the classiûcation function can be deûned as:
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Figure 12: Some of the exponential fragment features from the tree of Figure 10 ob-
tained by applying PTK.









where x is a classifying example,w is the gradient of the separating hyperplane,
and b its bias. _e gradient is a linear combination of the training points xi ∈
Rn multiplied by their labels yi ∈ {−1, 1} and their weights αi ∈ R+.
As discussed in Section 2.3, the scalar product can be replaced by a kernel
functionK(oi , o) = ϕ(oi)ϕ(o)deûnedover apairofobjects f (o) = ∑ni αi yiK(oi , o)+
b. Kernel functions implicitly deûne amapping, ϕ ∶ O → Rn, from objects to
vectors of the feature space.
As introduced in Section 2.4.1, Tree Kernels (TKs) measure a similarity be-
tween two trees, which a kernel machine can exploit to learn classiûcation
functions. Recalling the Equation 12, let F = { f1, f2, . . . .. fF} be the space of
all possible tree fragments, and χi(n) an indicator function equals to 1 if the
target fi is rooted in n, equal to 0 otherwise. Tree Kernels over T1 and T2 are












represents the number of common fragments rooted at nodes n1 and n2. _e
diòerence in the generation of fragments depend on the deûnition of ∆(n1, n2).
_is tree kernel learning framework allow us to automatically extract fea-
tures for input tree structures. Indeed, tree kernel functions measure the simi-
larity between GeoTrees objects in terms of the number of common substruc-
tures. Depending on the type of kernel function, objects aremapped in diòer-
ent spaces.Wemake use of three types of tree kernels applied toGeoTree struc-
tures: STK (Section 2.4.1.1), STKb (Section 2.4.1.1) and PTK (Section 2.4.1.2).
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Figure 13: Some of the exponential fragment features from the tree of Figure 10 ob-
tained by applying STK.
For example, PTK applied to GT of Figure 10 can generate informative frag-
ments such as those in Figure 12, while by applying STK on the same tree we
obtain diòerent fragments as showed in Figure 13. _e diòerence states in the
production rules used by STK, which do not allow the separation of siblings.
It turns out that patterns generate by PTK aremore general and compact than
those provided by STK.
4.2.1 Hierarchical Point-Of-Interest Kernel (HPK)
Tree kernels as STK and PTK are designed only to consider the textual label,
e.g., word, associated to each node. However, depending on the data encoded
in the tree structure, it might be necessary to weight the importance of each
node. An example of such case and structure is given by the Frequency Geo-
Tree,which is a tree structure that encodes the frequency, andmore in general,
the weight of POIs in a speciûc area. In order to learn from such weight in
the learning process, from Equation 17 we deûne the Hierarchical Point-Of-
Interest Kernel (HPK), a new structural kernel to compute the similarity be-
tween Frequency GeoTrees.
1. If n1 and n2 are leaves then ∆σ(n1, n2) = µσ(n1, n2);
2. else:






∆(cn1(I1 j), cn2(I2 j))),
(22)
where, σ(n1, n2) = w(n1)w(n2) is the function that take into account
the node frequency, and w(n) computes the weight of the node n. _e
other variables are the same of PTK (see Section 2.4.1.3).
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For the urban zone u and the POI to the target node n, we deûne two main
weighting schemes based on the frequency of each word category:
• _e standard frequency TF:
w(n,u) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
fn,u, number of times that POI is present in u
0, otherwise
(23)
• _e smooth product TF × IDF:
w(n,u) = log(1+ TF(n))× log(1+ N
DF(n)) (24)
where N is the total number of urban zones and DF(n) is the number
of those one containing the POI n.
With HPK, in addition to take into consideration that two urban zones share
the same POI category, in computing their similarity we also consider POIs
occurrences, which is an important factor in characterizing an urban zone. It
should be noted that our HPK is a valid kernel as we substitute the match-
ing function, which gives a contribution of µλ or λ2 with µλw(n1)w(n2) or
λ2w(n1)w(n2), respectively. Since the weighting function is just a product be-
tween two scalars it is a valid kernel. _us, for the property of combination of
valid convolution kernels [23], we obtain a valid convolution kernel.
4.2.2 Combining HPKs and BOCs
In a typical kernel machine, e.g., SVM, the input test object x is classiûed using
the following prediction function: h(x) = ∑i αi yiK(x, xi), where αi are the
model parameters estimated from the training data, yi represent the target
variables, xi are the support vectors, and K(̇,)̇ it is the kernel function that
computes the similarity between two objects, i.e., urban zones.AlthoughHPK
includes all the features in BOC, a kernel combination with standard vectors
can still be valuable. _us, we combine HPKs with standard feature vectors,
which do use frequencies and can produce a more expressive model. More
in detail, given two grid cells, x1 and x2, we deûne the following new kernel
combination:
K(x1, x2) = TK(T1,T2)+KV(v1, v2), (25)
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where TK is a kernel function applied to the two HRs, T1 and T2 extracted
from x1 and x2 and KV is a kernel applied to the feature vectors, v1 and v2,
also extracted from the cells above using any available data source (e.g. text,
social media,mobile phone and census data). Although is out of the scope of
our work, it is worth to notice that this feature vector can also include any
other numerical feature wemay have about the place (e.g. the popularity of a
place [92] or themobile phone activities [51]).
4.3 mining geotree patterns
One of the interesting aspects of TKs is their ability to represent rich features
sets, and thus alleviate the manual process of feature engineering. However,
their feature space, being implicit, is extremely diõcult to interpret, e.g., ûnd-
ing which subtree is more useful than others.
A viable solution consists in generating the kernel space, and then applying
a feature selection to reduce the exponential number of subtrees to amanage-
able size. _is process is based on two main assumptions: (i) it is possible to
deûne subtreeweights for eõcientlymining themost useful substructures, and
(ii) only a small subset of the exponential feature set is essential. Severalworks
have successfully applied suchmethods for diòerent kernel spaces [45, 44].We
follow the approach by [42] tomine substructures from the syntactic trees asso-
ciated with semantic role labelling (SRL) [46]. _e major challenges of using
their approach are: (i) our GeoTrees are not syntactic but rather conceptual
trees, thus the weighting approach may not work and need to be tuned for the
task, (ii) syntactic trees are typically smaller than GeoTrees and they repeat
most their subparts, e.g., NP (noun phrases), PP (propositional phrases), etc.,
whereas GeoTrees mostly do not contain repetitions.
4.3.1 Reverse Kernel Engineering
We apply the feature extraction algorithm for TK space, called ink1, proposed
by [42]. _is enables the possibility of learning linear models on the explicit
feature representation and using any other state-of-the-art machine learning
algorithm based on such representation. Given amodel learned with a kernel
machine, e.g., SVM, the greedy mining algorithm of ink takes the support
vectors and their weights in input to generate tree fragment weights, which
1 Code is freely available at http://danielepighin.net/cms/soware/ink
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Figure 14: Generation process of structural feature vectors.
in turn can be used to select the most relevant fragments. An important con-
cept to understand the idea of ink is the representation of a tree, which is a
vector xi = [x(1)i , ..., x
(N)
i ], where each element corresponds to the number of
occurrences of a given fragment, weighted with respect to the decay factor λ.













where Ti, j is the number of occurrences of the fragment f j, associatedwith the
j-th dimension of the feature space, in the tree Ti and s( f j) is the number of
nodes that have at least a child in f j, i.e., the size of the fragment. It follows that
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Once theweights are computed, the relevance is used to ûlter out those frag-
ments having a relevance score smaller than the mining threshold σ = B/L,
where B is the relevance of the heaviest fragment and L is a free parameter in
input to ink. Once the most relevant fragments are selected, they are stored
in an index together with their relevance score. _is allows us to represent all
the trees in the dataset as vectors in a linear space, where only a tiny percent-
age of the fragments of the original space are retained. _e vectors contain 0/1
elements to indicate the presence or not of the corresponding fragment.
4.3.2 Reverse Engineering of GeoTrees
We propose a novel methodology to extract structural features for UrbanCom-
puting tasks, i.e., land use classiûcation Figure 14. Starting from a gridmap the
AreaTreeGeneratormodule builds theGeoTrees, one for each grid cell, exploit-
ing the information about POIs in the cell (see, e.g., theGeoTree in the ûgure).
_is way, we build a training set, where each example is represented by trees.
_en we train our kernel-based machine using such data and the land labels
associated with each cell. _is gives us the support vectors and their weights,
αi , to fed themining algorithm.
It should be noted that Equation 26 assigns a weight to the fragments using
λ factor exponentiated to s( f j), which is the fragment size in terms of nodes.
Since a GeoTree encodes many concepts of POIs, meaningful structures, i.e.,
patterns containing several concepts, are heavily down-weighted by the for-
mula. Considering also that the frequency of the subtrees, Ti, j, (which can
increase the fragment weight) is basically always one since subtrees do not
repeat in a GeoTree, possibly meaningful structures receive very low weight.
_is prevents to extract important fragments with the standard ink setting
as the application domains of the authors was rather diòerent from ours, i.e.,
syntactic natural language trees for Semantic Role Labeling (SRL).
In particular, the constant B in our domain is typically associated with the
most important POI, which, of course, can be extremely relevant, e.g., an Ap-
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ple Store for the Commercial and Oõce Buildings category. _is suggests that
our B can bemuch larger than the value it gets in other tasks based on syntactic
trees. A direct consequence is a very large threshold σ when standard values
of the parameter L are used. _ese considerations led us to explore diòerent
weighting and mining parameters by also manually analyzing the mining re-
sults.
Finally,we used themined trees as features to learn and classify with a linear
SVM model. _is also allows us to combine them with other additional fea-




APPL ICAT ION S
5.1 land use classification and geo pattern analysis
In this section, we present the results of our two works on land use classiûca-
tion [2, 3], where the new structural kernels presented in Chapter 4 have been
applied to automatically capture the most important patterns from the POI
structure of city areas. _ese patterns are automatically engineered features
that we exploit for the classiûcation of the land use of urban zones.
5.1.1 Overview
_e characterisation ofurban forms to study key physical attributes andhigher-
level combinations of cultural and socio-economic layers becomes then of
paramount relevance [76]. A traditional way to perform this characterisation,
namely associating diòerent areas with speciûc human activities (e.g. residen-
tial, industrial, business, etc.) is through the analysis of land use data. Such in-
formation is usually derived from airborne surveys and remotely sensed data,
a costly and time-consuming endeavor. Given that these approaches to land
use classiûcation suòer from the same problems of census data (i.e. time and
budget costs), methods based on novel sources of data have been proposed.
An help in this direction is given by sensing technologies and Location-based
Social Networks (LBSNs), e.g., Foursquare1, which have increased the produc-
tion and availability of geographic data.
Severalworks have focused on automatizing this task, i.e., land use classiûca-
tion, by automatically assigning the activity in a target urban area usingmobile
phone data (e.g. Call Detail Records) or LBSNs. _ese approaches represent a
valid low cost alternative to the use of traditional data sources [54][59][60].
For example, [92] used the check-in information available in Foursquare to
classify the land use in New York City (NYC). Foursquare is a well-known
LBSN, which provides information about key social, cultural, and infrastruc-
tural components of an area by capturing its Point-Of-Interests (POIs), e.g.,
1 https://foursquare.com
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Arts & Entertainment, Nightlife Spot, etc. Moreover, Foursquare allows users
to register their presence in a place by means of a check-in action, which col-
lects their latitude and longitude coordinates and additional metadata such
as the check-in venue, comments and photos. In particular, [92] applied ex-
tensive feature engineering,mainly based on spatio-temporal data of check-in
actions, and they built a Gold Standard from the data provided by the NYC
Department of City Planning 2013,mapped on a grid of 200×200 meters that
covers the whole NYC area. Other works deployed geo-data within machine
learningmodels, creating feature vector representations of geographic entities,
whereas vector features encode the information in each grid cell.
[58] used geo-tagged data from social networks (e.g., geo-located tweets) to
infer the land use of an area. In particular, they followed a two-step approach:
(i) ûrst, they partitioned the geographical area by applying Self-Organizing
Maps (SOMs), a neural network able to segment the land in areas consider-
ing the amount of tweets; (ii) then, they characterized each area by building
a tweet-activity vector, which was used by a clustering algorithm to automati-
cally identify the land use of the area. Recently, [36] proposed a deep learning
approach on satellite imagery for land use classiûcation. _ey applied convo-
lutional neural networks to design land use classiûers for diòerent cities in Eu-
rope. _eir approach could not eòectively learn subjective concepts of urban
planning in complex urban environments. _is suggests a possible synergy be-
tween this work and our approach, as they rely on images without taking in
consideration the semantic about the place, e.g., presence of particular POIs.
Some otherworks have exploited the use of less conventional data (e.g., Call
DetailRecords (CDRs)) to infer the land use of an area [58, 51, 83].Telco opera-
tors recordmobile phone activities for billing purposes, and they usually store
the time and the type (e.g., incoming calls, Internet, outgoing SMSs) of the
communication, and the location of the radio base station handling the com-
munication. For example, in [51] mobile phone data has been used to catch
the time-variant relation between human mobility patterns and land use. In
particular, they jointly used CDRs with a Random Forest classiûer in order to
classify the land use for the city of Boston. _en, for each area, the output of
the classiûer is compared with the one obtained for the neighboring regions
and, if it is in disaccord with a certain number of neighbors, they change it by
applying a sort of consensus validation.
We propose to represent urban zones in two diòerent ways: (i) as a bag-of-
concepts (BOC) extracted from the Foursquare description of the area, e.g.,
Arts and Entertainment, College and University, Event, Food; and (ii) as the
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same concepts above organized in a hierarchical representation (HR), reect-
ing the hierarchical category structure of the LBSN activities. _en, (iii)we ap-
ply standard TreeKernel (TK) functions [61, 88, 62, 63], to HR to project them
in the space of all their possible substructures such that each space dimension
corresponds to a given semantic structural feature. However, this approach do
not take into account the importance of diòerent nodes, this mainly because
it has been designed for natural language processing tasks, e.g., question an-
swering [129]. In contrast, we assume that diòerent POIs can assume diòerent
relevance because they repeatwith diòerent frequency in diòerent areas. _us,
we apply theHierarchical POI Kernel (HPK) presented in Section 4.2.1.
We generate four diòerent datasets for the following cities: Barcelona, Lis-
bon, Amsterdam and Milan, where the label to be analyzed is the land use,
provided by the respective city administration. Finally, we use a Support Vec-
tor Machine (SVM) with Tree Kernels to project structures in the space of all
their possible substructures such that each dimension corresponds to a given
semantic structural feature.Wemake these substructures explicit bymeans of
amining algorithm,which extracts themost relevant features (tree fragments)
from the implicit TK space according to the weights the kernel machine as-
signed to them. We evaluate this approach on land use classiûcation for New
York City. Despite few previous eòorts [36], the absence of a standard bench-
mark still represents an obstaclewhen comparing diòerent land use classiûers.
To this end, we share both our code (pre-processing data andmodels) and the
land use dataset to make comparisons with our model easier2. Finally, we ana-
lyze the nature of the diòerent cities by applying a reverse kernel engineering
algorithm, which extracts the most meaningful substructures from the HPK
space._is automatically reveals some ofwell-known peculiarities of the cities
above.
5.1.2 Problem Deûnition
Let L = {l1, ..., lm} be the set of m labels indicating the land use category (e.g.
Residential, Commercial&Oõce Buildings, and Industrial&Manufacturing),
and let s be the polygon deûned by q vertices v1, ..., vq.
2 https://github.com/gbarlacchi/hpk
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Deûnition 5.1.1 Given a shape s and a label l ∈ L, a land use zone is deûned by
the tuple u = (s, l), containing the geographical area of the urban zone and the
associated land use category.
Deûnition 5.1.2 We deûne the object city C as the disjoint set of land use zones
{uk}k=1,..,n, where n is the total number of zones belonging to the same munici-
pality.
In our approachwe rely onmachine learning algorithms to perform a classi-
ûcation task, which requires a sampling to select the training samples among
the possible zones of the city. Original land use datasets provide zones of diòer-
ent sizes,making not possible the random sampling of urban zones.A possible
approach to uniform sample land use zones is tomap the original datasets into
a tessellation of ûxed squared cells deûned as in the following.
Deûnition 5.1.3 Given a city C,we deûne the land use gridG as the tessellation
covering Cshapes = ⋃nk=1 sk with m × n squared cells:
G = {ûi j}i=1,..,m; j=1,...,n (28)
where ûi j = (ŝi j, l̂i j) is a tuple thatmodels the cell (i, j), ŝi j is a square deûned
by two vertices representing the top-le and bottom-right coordinates and l̂i j ∈ L
is the category associated to the sk ∈ Cshapes with themaximumoverlapping area
with ŝi j.
_is deûnition reects the approach proposed by [92], who assigned the pre-
dominant land use class to each grid cell.
Problem 5.1.1 Given a land use grid G with squared cells of k × k meters, the
problem of land use classiûcation is to assign to each zone û ∈ G the correct land
use category l̂ ∈ L.
5.1.3 Datasets
Given the heterogeneity of currently available sources, the availability of com-
parable land use data is a notorious obstacle when reconstructing characteri-
zations of urban environments across geographic domains. LandUse datasets
are in fact traditionally provided by diòerent levels of public authorities (e.g.,
national, regional and municipal), which undertake the costly and laborious
tasks of surveying, processing and assembling such collections from a vari-
ety of sources. _ere are two main drawbacks stemming from such approach:
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ûrstly, land cover data is hard to come by in a consistent fashion, oen present-
ing profound discrepancies [39]. Secondly, land use data derived from oõcial
sources is oen available only at the provided time intervals, which are un-
derstandably few and far in-between. For urban study purposes this would
translate directly in a diõcult comparison of diverse cities in terms of land use
classes, let alone an observation of all the urban phenomena and changes over
time that may occur. In the following we introduce the dataset with land use
information and the POIs dataset built by using data from LBSN, which is a
good source of information as it keep tracks of changes during the time.
Land use datasets are provided by the government or themunicipality and
usually diòers from a city to another in terms of land use classes. In the follow-
ingwe introduce the two diòerent dataset used in thiswork: (i) theMapPluto3
dataset for NYC; and (ii) the Urban Atlas 4 dataset for four European capi-
tal, Barcelona,Milan, Amsterdam and Lisbon. Every city area associated with
a land use class is described with the popular shape ûle format, where each
shape is a collection of points geo-localized using their coordinates. _e latter
are usually providedwith thewell-knownCoordinateReference System(CRS)
WGS84, adopted for the common latitude/longitude geolocation.
5.1.3.1 MapPluto Dataset
MapPluto is a freely available dataset provided by the the Department of City
Planning (DCP) of NYC. It contains geo-referenced information, such as the
precise category and shape of a building, for each city’s borough. We use the
shape ûle ofNew York provided by theNYC government 5. _is ûle is publicly
available and contains the entire shape of New York divided in its ûve bor-
oughs:Manhattan, Brooklyn, Staten Island, Bronx, and Queens. We focus on
the following land use categories: (i) One and Two Family Buildings, (ii) Multi-
FamilyWalk-UpBuildings, (iii)Multi-Family ElevatorBuildings, (iv)MixedRes-
idential and Commercial Buildings, (v) Commercial and Oõce Buildings, (vi)
Industrial andManufacturing Buildings, (vii) Transportation and Utility, (viii)
Public Facilities and Institutions, (ix) Open Space and Outdoor Recreation, (x)
Parking Facilities, and (xi) Vacant Land. To overcome the problems related to
the ûne-grain information about the land use, we merged the classes (i) One
& Two Family Buildings, (ii) Multi-Family Walk-Up Buildings and (iii) Multi-





Figure 15: Distribution of coverage by area for the Urban Atlas land use classes in
Barcelona,Milan, Amsterdam and Lisbon.
also aggregated (i) Industrial &Manufacturing, (ii) Public Facilities & Institu-
tions, (iii) Parking Facilities and (iv) Vacant Land into a new category called
Other.Compared to the original categorization, thisnew taxonomy has a lower
granularity, thus facilitating the identiûcation of the predominant class in each
cell.
5.1.3.2 Urban Atlas Dataset
UrbanAtlas is an open-source dataset that is part of the EUOpenData Portal6.
It contains land use data, standardised in 20 land use classes, covering Large
UrbanZones (formally deûned as cities of 100,000 inhabitants ormore). It is a
long-standing initiative of the European Commission-JRC and the European
EnvironmentalAgency, and its stability combinedwith standardqualitymakes
it a go-to data source for researchers and analysts.
_e data for each city is provided in the widely adopted ESRI Shapeûle for-
mat, the de facto standard forGIS analysis and geo-spatialdata exchange.Every
record in the dataset contains a polygonal shape composed by a sequence of
Latitude/Longitude points and the associated land use class. _e association
of the geometry with an attribute class identiûes a patch of land. Following the
provided metadata7 we identiûed and aggregated a set of relevant classes of
interest. By thiswe intend those classes related to anthropocentric activities in
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land use those functions which are distinguishing traits of urban life and can
thus be good proxies for the characterisation of urban environments.
Similarly to the NYC case, we selected a sub-group of classes of interested.
First, we aggregated some classes and we focused on those related to city cen-
ters, discarding those less interesting from a social viewpoint, i.e., forests, agri-
cultural, semi-natural and wetland areas, and mineral extraction and dump
sites. _en, we collapsedMedium and Low Density Urban Fabric into one sin-
gle category, ML-Density Urban Fabric as they only have few samples. _e
six classes of interest we considered are: (i) High Density Urban Fabric, (ii)
Medium Density Urban Fabric, (iii) Low Density Urban Fabric, (iv) Industrial,
commercial, public,military and private units, (v)Open Space&Recreation, (vi)
Transportation. Figure 15 shows the land use distribution in the four diòerent
cities, i.e., Barcelona,Milan, Amsterdam and Lisbon.
5.1.3.3 Foursquare’s Point of Interests
We chose to use the Foursquare API8 as a source of Points of Interest. It allows
for 100,000API requests per day, free of charge.A POI is usually characterized
by a location (i.e., latitude and longitude), textual information (e.g., a descrip-
tion of the activity in that place) and a hierarchical categorization that pro-
vides diòerent levels of detail about the activity of the place (e.g., Food, Asian
Restaurant, Chinese Restaurant). We used POIs extracted from Foursquare,
a geolocation-based social network supported with web search facilities for
places and a recommendation system. We consider all the textual categories
associated with each POI. _ere are in total ten diòerent macro-cotegories,
each one specialized in maximum four levels of detail. _ese levels follow a
hierarchical structure9, where each level of a category has a number of subcat-
egories.
5.1.4 Experimental Setup
Our experiments aim at demonstrating the eòectiveness of our models on
theUrbanAtlas dataset composed by four European cities geographically and
socially very diòerent: Amsterdam (Netherlands), Barcelona (Spain), Lisbon
(Portugal) andMilan (Italy). Additionally, we compare TK models, which im-




particular,we apply a reverse kernel engineering approach to analyze themost
important structural patterns automatically selected by our algorithms. In or-
der to show the generality of our approach,we test the Structural Features (SF)
on an additional land use dataset of New York City.
We implemented HPK as an additional kernel in Kelp [41], a javamachine
learning framework focusing on kernelmachines for structured data.Forbuild-
ing the grids andmanage all the geo-spatial components of the datasetswe im-
plemented PyGeol, a pre-processing library for geographic data. We released
andmade freely available both the implementation of ourHPK10 and PyGeol11
library.
Our experiments, as presented in Sec. 5.1.3, are based on the combination
of two urban environments datasets: (i) Foursquare POIs and (ii) Land Use
datasets._e latterprovides a veryûne-grained information, e.g., inmost cases,
there is a label assigned to just one building. Such level of detail can be hardly
captured with POI information. _us, a reasonable trade-oò between classiû-
cation accuracy and the desired area granularity consists in segmenting the re-
gions in squared cells as previouslymentioned. One drawback is that each cell
may includemore than one land use. We resolve this inconsistency following
the same approach by [92, 36], who assigned the predominant land use class
to each grid cell. We removed those cells that are not representative of the as-
sociated land use classe, i.e., cellswhere the coverage of the predominant class
is less than 25% of the total coverage.
We evaluated our approaches to land use classiûcation as a multi-class clas-
siûcation problem, where the objective is to assign the correct land use label
(e.g., High Density Urban Areas) to each cell. As every multi-class problem,
it can also be decomposed into a series of binary problems. Due to the un-
balanced nature of our data set, we use well-known metrics for assessing the
accuracy of classiûcation systems: (i) Accuracy (Acc.), (ii) Precision, (iii) Re-
call and (iv) F1-score. Precision is deûned as the ratio tptp+ f p , where tp is the
number of true positives and f p is the number of false positives, while Recall
is deûned as the ratio tptp+ f n , where tp is the number of true positives and f n
is the number of false negatives, which are samples erroneously not labelled
as belonging to the positive class. As we are dealing with a multi-class prob-
lem, we consider the average performance of each individual class, namely
Macro-Precision, Macro-Recall and Macro-F1-score. A macro-average treat
the classes equally by computing the average of the metric independently for
10 https://github.com/gbarlacchi/hpk
11 https://github.com/PyGeoL
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each class._emicro-average aggregates the contributions of all classes to com-
pute the average metric. For this reason, in a multi-class classiûcation setup
with an imbalance dataset, themicro-average is a preferable choice In amulti-
class classiûcation setup,micro-average is preferable if you suspect theremight
be class imbalance.
5.1.5 Land Use Classiûcation Results
We performed the analysis on four European cities, which are geographically
and socially very diòerent: Amsterdam (Netherlands), Barcelona (Spain), Lis-
bon (Portugal) and Milan (Italy). As shown in Table 3, each city presents a
diòerent distribution, both regarding data availability and land area size (num-
ber of cells). We labelled the dataset following the classes deûnition from Ur-
ban Atlas, as discussed in Section 5.1.3. In Table 3, we report the number of
POIs and cells present in the datasets of each city. We experimented with dif-
ferent grid dimensions across all cities e.g., 50 × 50, 100 × 100, 200 × 200 and
250 × 250 meters. For each grid, we created training, validation and test sets,
randomly sampling 60%, 20%, 20% of the cells, respectively.We found that de-
pending on the city, the best performance is obtained with diòerent cell size.
_is can be intuitively explained considering the remarkable diversity of urban
morphologies of the diòerent cities, e.g., the size variability of city blocks, the
street network conûguration and the overall land use patterns.
In Figure 16,we show the average F1 over the target categories, i.e.,Macro-F1
score, obtained with themodels trained for each city at diòerent spatial scales
and tested on the validation set.Due to space constraints, in the following, we
only report our experiments on the grid with 200× 200 cell size, which repre-
sents a reasonable trade-oò between classiûcation accuracy and grid granular-






Table 3:_e number of cells (200× 200 meters) and POIs availability on the four dif-
ferent cities.
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Figure 16:Macro-F1 averaged among the models reported in Table 11 according to a
diòerent grid size.
We compared HPK against an extensive set of diòerent land use classiûca-
tion models:
• SVMwith linear (Lin),polynomial (Poly) and radialbasis function (Rbf)
kernels applied to BOC;
• A non-kernel basedmodel such as XGBoost [48];
• A dummy classiûer (baseline) obtained by always classifying an example
with themost frequent label (Forests);
• State-of-the-art models based on GeoTree applied to TK [2].
We tuned the models parameters on a validation set by applying a grid
search approach tomaximize theMacro-F1 score on the development set. HPK
involves the following parameters: (i) the decay factors µ and λ for TK, (ii) C
value for all the SVM approaches, and the speciûc parameters for the com-
bined kernel, i.e., degree in poly and γ in RBF kernel. In XGBoost, we tuned
the most important parameters such as the maximum depth of the tree and
theminimum sum of weights of all observations required in a child node. For
each city, we obtained a set of diòerent parameters from the development set,
which we used to train and test our ûnal models.
5.1.5.1 Comparing Standard vs. Structural Models
Table 11 shows the results in terms of Accuracy (Acc.),Macro-Precision (MP),
Macro-Recall (MR) andMacro-F1(MF1).
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City Model Acc. MP MR MF1
Barcelona
HPKTF×IDF+Rbf 0.623 0.439 0.357 0.394
HPKTF+Poly 0.597 0.445 0.344 0.388
HPKTF 0.607 0.445 0.341 0.386
TK (PTK) 0.621 0.435 0.330 0.375
HPKTF+Lin 0.607 0.419 0.338 0.374
Poly 0.482 0.425 0.235 0.303
Rbf 0.543 0.631 0.186 0.287
XGBoost 0.624 0.243 0.242 0.236
Lin 0.382 0.259 0.178 0.211
Baseline 0.545 0.061 0.111 0.078
Lisbon
HPKTF+Poly 0.472 0.409 0.253 0.313
HPKTF×IDF+Lin 0.468 0.307 0.267 0.286
HPKTF×IDF+Rbf 0.470 0.319 0.257 0.284
TK (PTK+Rbf) 0.555 0.32 0.443 0.25
HPKTF×IDF 0.459 0.292 0.233 0.259
Poly 0.369 0.488 0.214 0.298
Rbf 0.442 0.455 0.175 0.253
Lin 0.366 0.489 0.236 0.219
XGBoost 0.460 0.170 0.142 0.129
Baseline 0.489 0.049 0.100 0.066
Amsterdam
HPKTF+Poly 0.411 0.264 0.300 0.281
TK (PTK) 0.399 0.266 0.289 0.277
HPKTF×IDF 0.359 0.278 0.270 0.274
HPKTF+Lin 0.413 0.260 0.275 0.268
HPKTF+Rbf 0.414 0.255 0.279 0.266
Lin 0.275 0.190 0.241 0.212
Poly 0.319 0.191 0.184 0.187
Rbf 0.322 0.166 0.151 0.158
XGBoost 0.534 0.166 0.138 0.134
Baseline 0.433 0.043 0.100 0.060
Milan
HPKTF×IDF+Poly 0.598 0.271 0.562 0.179
HPKTF×IDF 0.584 0.248 0.542 0.160
TK (PTK) 0.575 0.246 0.541 0.156
HPKTF+Lin 0.573 0.245 0.525 0.161
HPKTF+Rbf 0.564 0.245 0.502 0.162
Rbf 0.519 0.210 0.526 0.131
XGBoost 0.565 0.105 0.167 0.122
Lin 0.542 0.208 0.736 0.121
Poly 0.550 0.173 0.411 0.109
Baseline 0.563 0.080 0.062 0.111
Table 4: Results on land use classiûcation across diòerent cities.
_e TK are themodels from [2]. In the brackets we report the used tree ker-
nel function (e.g., PTK, STK and HPK) and, eventually, the kernel applied to
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feature vector BOC (e.g., PTK+Rbf). For HPK models we indicate the weight-
ing schema in subscript. In particular, TF means that term frequency is used
in the HPK weight, while TF × IDF indicates the homonymous weighting
scheme as introduced in Section 4.2.1. For instance, HPKTF means that the
TF schema is applied to HPK. Moreover, we combined kernels with a simple
summation, e.g.,HPK+Rbf indicates an SVM using such kernel combination.
We report all themodels performance respect to the F1-Score and accuracy in
Table 11. _e table shows that our approach improves the overall accuracy and
F1-score oòering the possibility of a deeper semantic interpretation of an area,
which goes beyond the simple use of Foursquare classes or check-in and avoid
the feature engineering problem. We noted that:
• the MF1 of XGboost and SVM using BOC features is very poor. _is
might be due to the intrinsic diõcult of the problem, that require a rich
feature representation to correctly diòerentiate among the classes. _e
XGboost accuracy is typically very good but this is at the expenses of the
other categories, which results in a trivial classiûer mainly outputting
themajority class;
• the combination of HPK with BOC signiûcantly improves the perfor-
mance. On the Barcelona dataset, the improvement is up to 30% points
(relative) in F1-score;
• HPKmodels always outperform the other baselines,with high improve-
ment inMF1. It also improves state-of-the-art kernels, such as TK (PTK)
by 1.5% absolute.
_ese results clearly show that is possible to deûne a hierarchical POI rep-
resentation able to capture structural concepts of urban areas since they show
that HR together with HPK is an eòective hierarchical representation, which
highly improves land classiûcation.Additionally,we have shown thatHPK im-
proves the state of the art. It should be noted that the overall performancemay
not look as much good as in other similar works using diòerent datasets. _is
ismainly due to the diòerent characteristics of the citieswe have experimented
with, which are in general more diõcult to analyse than New York, for exam-
ple. Once again this suggests potential synergy among diòerent approaches,
e.g., satellite imagery and LBSN data.
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5.1.6 Mining Geo Pattern Trees
In these experiments, we evaluate implicit and explicit structural features on
land use classiûcation by using Geographical Tree structures as deûned in Sec-
tion 4.1.2. We choose New York City as: (i) it is a big size city. It helps us to
demonstrate the generalization ability of our model even in diòerent settings,
i.e., big-size cities vs. medium-size cities; (ii) NYC contains diverse urban func-
tions, (iii) it has a highly active economy.
We ûrst test TK models on Manhattan using several grid sizes focusing on
evaluating the best models on all NYC boroughs [2]. _en, we use the best
models on the entireNYC, also enabling comparisons with previous work. Fi-
nally, among the all land use classes available in the dataset, we compare the
best TK models with the linearized feature vectors on two classes: Residential
and Commercial.
Similarly as in Sec. 5.1.5, we trained multi-class classiûers using common
learning algorithm such as XGboost [48], and SVM using linear, polynomial
and radial basis function kernel, named SVM-{Lin, Poly, Rbf}, respectively,
and our structural semanticmodels, indicated with STK, STKb and PTK. We
also combined kernels with a simple summation, e.g., PTK+Poly indicates an
SVM using such kernel combination.
We ûrst tested our models individually just on Manhattan using diòerent
grid sizes. Figures 17 and 18 show the accuracy of the multi-classiûer for dif-
ferent models according to diòerent granularity of the sampling grid.We note
that SVM-Poly, XGboost and LogReg show comparable accuracy. PTK and
STKb perform a little bit less than the feature vector models. Interestingly, the
kernel combinations in Fig. 19 provide the best results. _is is an interesting
ûnding as XGboost is acknowledged to be the state of the art for land use clas-
siûcation. Additionally, when the size of the grid cell becomes larger, the accu-
racy of TKs degrades faster than the one of kernels based on feature vectors.
_is mainly because the conceptual tree becomes too large.
Aer the preliminary experiments above, we selected the most accurate
models on Manhattan and tested them on the other boroughs of NYC. Tab. 5
shows that TKs are more accurate than vectors-based models and the combi-
nations further improve both models.
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Area Cell XGBoost SVM-poly PTK PTK+poly STK STK+poly STK_b STK_b+poly
Manhattan
50 45.0 39.9 47.6 48.0 45.0 47.6 47.4 48.6
100 54.0 54.4 53.9 55.5 48.1 55.0 53.1 55.5
200 63.0 64.4 61.3 66.1 50.4 65.4 62.1 65.9
250 57.0 63.2 54.6 61.8 39.6 63.9 56.1 63.2
Bronx
50 43.0 30.9 44.9 44.9 42.2 43.4 42.4 43.2
100 50.0 43.7 53.2 54.1 51.2 53.2 54.7 54.0
200 59.0 56.4 62.6 60.6 56.4 60.4 61.8 61.8
250 59.0 58.6 63.5 64.9 59.3 59.6 63.0 65.2
Brooklyn
50 49.0 44.2 51.3 51.6 48.7 51.3 51.4 52.2
100 61.0 61.0 63.1 63.5 62.4 62.9 63.1 63.2
200 71.0 71.5 72.9 73.6 70.1 73.2 73.3 73.8
250 70.0 68.9 71.3 72.6 67.9 70.3 70.6 71.4
Queens
50 48.0 32.4 51.5 51.5 50.2 51.0 50.5 50.3
100 58.0 57.2 61.4 61.3 59.8 60.6 61.6 61.7
200 67.0 66.5 70.5 71.3 69.3 69.9 70.4 71.0
250 68.0 68.3 72.9 73.1 70.1 72.2 72.4 73.6
StatenIsland
50 51.0 38.63 54.4 55.2 52.8 54.6 53.8 54.9
100 57.0 56.73 58.1 58.7 53.6 57.4 56.0 58.1
200 60.0 60.0 61.8 61.1 60.2 60.0 61.3 60.9
250 66.0 64.87 67.4 66.3 66.0 67.2 67.9 67.4
Table 5: Accuracy of the best models for each New York borough and cell size.
In the ûnal experiments, we tested our best models on the entireNYC with
a grid of 200×200.We applied the same tuning procedure and evaluation met-
rics as in Section 5.1.5.
Table 6 shows the results in terms of Accuracy,Macro F1,Macro-Precision
andMacro-Recall. _emodel baseline is obtained by always classifying an ex-
ample with the label Residential, which is themost frequent.
We note that: (i) all the feature vector and TK combinations show high ac-
curacy, demonstrating the superiority of TK over all the other models. (ii)
STKb+poly (polynomial kernel of degree 2) achieved the highest accuracy, im-
proving over XGBoost up to 4.2 and 6.5 absolute percent points in accuracy
and F1, respectively: these correspond to an improvement up to 18% of the
state-of-the-art model.
Finally, Zhan et al. [92] is the result obtained on the same dataset using
check-in data from Foursquare. Although an exact comparison cannot be car-
ried out for possible diòerences in the experiment setting (e.g., Foursquare
data changing over time), we note that our model is 1.8 absolute percentage
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Figure 17: Common machine learning mod-
els on diòerent cell sizes in Manhat-
tan.
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Figure 18: TK models on diòerent cell sizes in
Manhattan.
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Figure 19: Accuracy of kernel combinations using BOC vectors and TK on GeoTrees
according to diòerent cell sizes ofManhattan.
points better.
Using the same conûguration with the gird size of 200×200 and the best
TK model, in Table 7 we report the binary classiûcation performance for the
Residential and Commercial classes. We follow the previous deûned notation
SMV-{Lin, Poly, Rbf}, andwe experimentedwith (i) count features (BOC), (ii)
structural features (SF) and their combination (SF+BOC). In order to show
that linearization is able to yield unaòected accuracy of structural kernels, we
compare thosemodels with the best TK model both with and without BOC.
Regarding Residential class results, we note that: (i) TK+Lin(BOC) 12 pro-
vides the best performance both in Accuracy and F1-score. _is conûrms our
ûnding from Section 5.1.5.1,where combination ofTK and BOC largely outper-
formed state-of-the-art models. (ii) _e combination SF with BOC always im-
proves the performance. In particular, Lin(SF, BOC) improves Lin(BOC) and
12 Although in the previous section, we showed that TK+Poly(BOC) provides the best accuracy,
we focus on linear models in these experiments since they are the fastest for the training and
test phase.
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Model Acc. F1 Prec. Rec.
baseline 58.9 12.4 0.98 16.6
XGBoost 63.2 36.1 57.9 31.9
SVM-poly 62.1 27.4 51.3 25.9
STK_b+poly 67.4 42.6 63.9 37.4
PTK+poly 66.9 41.4 63.8 36.2
STK_b 66.6 38.1 52.8 33.9
PTK 65.9 37.2 58.7 33.0
STK+poly 65.5 37.3 54.5 33.3
STK 62.7 25.9 41.5 24.7
Zhan et al. 65.6 - - -
Table 6: Classiûcation results on New York City.
XGB(BOC) by about 3.5 and 1.7 absolute percentage points in F1-score, respec-
tively. (iii) XGB(SF, BOC) improves XGB(BOC) by 1.9% absolute demonstrat-
ing the general validity of SF for diòerent learning algorithms. Regarding the
Commercial class, its highly imbalance in terms of positive and negative exam-
ples produces results much worse than for the Residential class. Additionally,
we did not tune the cost-factor parameter of the models to balance Precision
and Recall (this explains null outcome for some models). However, even in
these non-optimal conditions SF always improves all themodels.
We further show that SF are equivalent to TK as they perform similarly,
0.692 vs 0.702 on the Residential class. Again, Lin(SF, BOC) performs simi-
larly to TK+Lin(BOC), i.e., 0.709 vs. 0.712, suggesting that SF can replace TK
also in combinations. Finally, the above results also shows as SF are highly scal-
able and eòectively usable in other learning algorithms. In the next section,we
show that they are a relatively small number, thus conûrming their high scala-
bility.
5.1.6.1 Impact of Structural Features
In these experiments, we study the quality of SF. Figure 20 shows the F1-score
of diòerent models according to the increase of fragment numbers. We note
that: ûrst the F1-score stabilizes around 4,000 fragments, reaching the value of
implicit TKmodels.For example, the bestmodel in this experiment is TK+Poly(BOC).
We can see that Lin(BOC+SF) reaches its same accuracy with only 4,000 fea-
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Area Model Acc. F1 Prec. Rec.
Residential
Lin(BOC) 0.624 0.746 0.620 0.934
Lin(SF) 0.692 0.764 0.697 0.845
Lin(SF, BOC) 0.709 0.781 0.701 0.882
Poly(BOC) 0.653 0.762 0.639 0.942
RBF(BOC) 0.589 0.742 0.589 1.000
TK 0.702 0.774 0.700 0.867
TK+Lin(BOC) 0.712 0.783 0.705 0.879
XGB(BOC) 0.671 0.764 0.662 0.903
XGB(SF) 0.655 0.763 0.641 0.944
XGB(SF, BOC) 0.696 0.783 0.675 0.933
Commercial
Lin(BOC) 0.956 0.000 0.000 0.000
Lin(SF) 0.957 0.158 0.593 0.091
Lin(SF, BOC) 0.963 0.288 0.909 0.171
Poly(BOC) 0.965 0.352 0.927 0.217
RBF(BOC) 0.658 0.162 0.091 0.749
TK 0.956 0.294 0.92 0.175
TK+Lin(BOC) 0.964 0.343 0.902 0.211
XGB(BOC) 0.966 0.412 0.887 0.269
XGB(SF) 0.956 0.044 0.571 0.023
XGB(SF, BOC) 0.967 0.421 0.906 0.274
Table 7: Binary classiûcation for themost common land use classes in NYC.
tures. _is suggests that the mining approach is rather eòective as there is al-
most no loss in accuracy aer linearization: only a small subset of structural
features plays a very discriminative role in the classiûcation task. Figure 21 con-
ûrms the outcome above reporting the F1 plot of TK+Poly(BOC) obtained on
the development set for the class residential. _e ûrst ten features are taken
from BOC and aer, themost relevant fragments from SF are added to the fea-
tures space. We can see that the ûrst 1,000 fragments, which generally corre-
spond to small POI structures or individual POIs do not improve the accuracy
as they are already in BOC. However, aer many important complex patterns
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are introduced, the F1 rapidly increases, reaching a plateau around 2000 fea-





















































Figure 20: F1-score of several models increasing the structural fragments they use.
5.1.6.2 Qualitative Analysis of Structural Features
We sorted the fragments extracted for each class according to the relevance
score, and we manually analyzed the top positive and the top negative frag-
ments identiûed for three interesting classes: (i) Residential, (ii) Commercial
and (iii) Mixed. To the best of our knowledge, this is the ûrstworkwhere such
approaches are used for geo and location data analysis within machine learn-
ing models. As expected, the presence of condos and other residential build-
ings is very relevant for the residential class, e.g., see Figure 23. Interestingly,
a set of concepts as food, outdoors-recreation and shop-service is another rele-
vant features. Note that a subset of such concepts would not characterize well
the residential area as it may be associated with Commercial and Oõce Build-
ings. In particular, the presence of government buildings, oõces, and other
professional places characterize the Commercial category, e.g., the subtree in
Figure 23, which is of course a negative example of the Residential class. _e
strength of SF relies on the assumption that there are speciûc sub-hierarchies
of POIs that characterize a given urban area. Our analysis of themore relevant
fragments, together with their relevance and presence over the dataset, sup-
ports such hypothesis. One test we did was to eliminate one or more nodes
from highly relevant fragments: this resulted in a drastic change of their rele-
vance score. For example, we found [food[deli bodega][dessert shop[ice cream
shop]]] to be one highly relevant positive fragment of the Residential class. If
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Figure 22: Example of relevant fragments in the class Residential, Commercial and
Mixed.
we remove the sub-fragment [dessert shop[ice cream shop]] from it, the re-
sulting feature, [food[deli bodega], completely changes its role. Indeed, it can
bematched in diòerent classes losing its ability to characterize the Residential
class.
We extract and sort resulting fragments for each class according to their
respective relevance score. We report in Figure 23 some of the occurrences
found for the classes (i) High Density Urban Fabric (HD and (ii) Sport and
Leisure Facilities (SP).Analyzing the fragmentswe can note that similar urban
typologies (e.g., [apartment condos]) appear together in a strong combination
or that the presence of [residential buildings] is associated with the class High
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Figure 23: Example of relevant fragments in the classes High Density Urban Fabric
and Sport and Leisure facilities.
Density Urban Fabric. _is is expected as such descriptors pertain to urban
functions commonly found in denser areas of a city.
Similarly to NYC, we show a qualitative analysis also for Amsterdam. Fig-
ure 23 illustrates the case of Amsterdam, where the presence of the local In-
donesian community ishighlighted by the [asian restaurants[indonesian restau-
rants]] fragments._isprevalenceofhyper-localdescriptors is common across
classes, as HPK is able to identify Amsterdam [athletics_sports[skate_rinks]]
for the class Sport and Leisure Facilites as well.
Finally, we stress the fact that many concept fragments found in the struc-
tural features are very diõcult, if not impossible, to manually design,making
HPK a suitable tool to alleviate the process of feature engineering and building
eòective urban zones representations.
5.2 predicting influenza-like symptoms using human mobil-
ity behaviors
_is section is based on ourwork presented in [6]wherewe investigate the role
of human mobility for predicting the physical health conditions of a person.
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5.2.1 Overview
Knowing in advance if someone will present certain symptoms may have sig-
niûcant implications in terms of public health strategy and policy. Previous
studies have demonstrated the association between the health and behavioral
patterns of a person, and the possibility to predict health andwell-being condi-
tions using diòerent sources of behavioral information from social media and
mobile phones.Detection of emotional states, happiness levels and depressive
disorders [120, 121, 134, 126], prediction of physical health conditions [123, 125]
and stress levels [84], andmodeling of inuenza spreading [85, 122, 87, 119, 86]
are some common examples of the studies carried out in this area. Interest-
ingly, a recent work has shown that human mobility represents a good proxy
for predicting people’smental health conditions such as depressive states [126].
In this paper, we present an initial study to investigate the eòectiveness of
using individual mobility behaviors for predicting the health conditions of a
person. We address the challenging problem of predicting future presence of
physical health symptoms such as fever, sore throat, cough, shortness of breath,
headache,muscle pain,malaise, and cold by exploring the past mobility activi-
ties of an individual, thus trying to answer the following question: canmobility
behaviors be informative regarding the future health conditions of a person?
To address this problem, we resort to the data collected during theMobile
Territorial Lab (MTL) study [124], a longitudinal living lab that has been ob-
serving the lives ofmore than 100 parents through multiple data sources (e.g.
mobile phone data, questionnaires, experience sampling probes, etc.) formore
than two years. _en, we extract a set of daily features capturing the spatio-
temporal mobility patterns of a person (e.g. total distance traveled, radius of
gyration of visitedplaces,maximumdisplacement fromhome,uniquenumber
of visited places, etc.). For each individual we analyze how the mobility met-
rics and the presence of symptoms correlate and change over time. We also
design amachine learning framework that, using past mobility behaviors, pre-
dicts the presence of u-like and cold symptoms with a time horizon of two
days ahead. To evaluate our machine learning framework, we ûrstly run ex-
periments using a feature selection step (Recursive Feature Elimination (RFE)
[136]). In order to select the more predictive features, we ût one of the regres-
sion models and then we rank the features (i.e. total distance) by their weight
in themodel._en, oncewe have a comprehensive analysis of the participant’s
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mobility features,we use them to predict if s/hewill present certain symptoms
in the next days (e.g. two days ahead).
Our results show that using themobility patterns of an individualwe can ob-
tain promising performance for our challenging prediction task. Speciûcally,
we obtain an Area Under the Receiving Operating Characteristic Curve (AU-
CROC) of 0.57, a Precision score of 0.72, a Recall score of 0.84, and F1-score
of 0.77 in classifying symptoms two days ahead with a Random Forest (RF)
classiûer.
5.2.2 Data
In this work we use a data set collected during the Mobile Territorial Lab
(MTL) study (for amore detailed description of the study see [124]).
During theMTL study, the researchers have observed the lives ofmore than
100 parents for almost three years (January 2013 -December 2015). _e partic-
ipants live in the province of Trento, an area located in the Northern of Italy,
and most of them are of Italian nationality. _ey have diòerent levels of edu-
cation (from high school diplomas to Ph.D. degrees) and types of occupation.
Participants were provided with (i) an Android-based smartphone running
a soware able to continuously collect diòerent mobile phone data (e.g. calls,
SMSs, locations) and (ii) a survey application which is able to periodically ask
the participants some questions designed by the researchers in the context of
a speciûc study [124]. Following the Italian regulations, all participants were
asked to sign informed consent forms and the study was conducted in accor-
dance to them. _e form and the MTL study were also approved by a joint
Ethical Committee of University of Trento and Province of Trento.
In this paper we report a study on health symptoms that we conducted on
70 participants, 20males and 50 females,with an age ranged from 28 to 46 (the
study was run during the ûrst phase of the MTL project when only 70 study
participants were enrolled). In particular, we use a combination of two type
of data: (i) location data, which we use to characterize the daily mobility of
the participant; and (ii) survey datawith daily information about the health of
the participant, which represents the ground truth of our supervisedmachine
learning models. _e data set is completely anonymized in order to ensure
individuals’ privacy.
We collect symptoms data from February 20, 2013 andMarch 21, 2013 since
in this period we have a high presence of u-like and cold symptoms. _is is
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also in line with the epidemic curve of the 2012-2013 inuenza season, which
presents a peak during our window of time [138]. In particular, we focus only
on collecting one month of symptoms data in order to have a high partici-
pation rate from our study participants.It is worth specifying that symptoms
and mobility data sets do not completely overlap. _is is due to the fact that
there are some gaps in (i) the mobility data (i.e. participants switched oò the
mobile phones) and (ii) the survey data (i.e. participants did not ûll the health
symptoms’ survey). Hence,wehavemobility data and at least one self-reported
symptom for only 60 study participants.
5.2.2.1 Location Data
_e soware installed on the smartphone continuously keeps track of: (i) the
communication events (e.g. calls and SMSs), and (ii) the participant’s location
captured by means of the Global Positioning System (GPS), which recorded
82% of positions with an accuracy within 20 meters [124]. In addition, to in-
crease the number of location points we also use the position retrieved by the
network provider source (i.e. the cell towers towhich the phone is connected).
_e raw location data set consists of location point tuples
l = [ID, latitude, longitude, source, accuracy, time], where for each tuple
l the study participant ID, the latitude, the longitude, the information source
(i.e. GPS,Network), the accuracy of the location point inmeters, and the times-
tamp are recorded, respectively.
_en,we employ thewell-accepted notion ofmobility trace of an individual
as a set of stops and moves [131, 126]. In this notion a stop is a set of latitude
and longitude points where the individual is identiûed to spend a particular
amount of time aer performing a clustering procedure,explained in subsec-
tion 5.2.3.1 in detail. Formally, a stop in a place is deûned as:
Place = [ID, ta, td ,C]
where ID, ta, td and C stand for a place identiûer, the arrival time, the de-
parture time and the latitude-longitude coordinates, respectively. _is infor-
mation deûnes amobility trace of places MT(t1, t2) as the sequence of places
visited by an individual in a given period of time:
MT(t1, t2) = (Pl1, Pl2, ..., PlN(t1 ,t2))
, where N(t1, t2) is the total number of identiûed visited places.
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5.2.2.2 Daily Health Symptoms
Data on physical health symptoms were collected using a daily self-reported
survey instrument, designed by an experienced epidemiologist. _e survey in-
strument consisted of eight questions with yes/no responses for each of the
following symptoms: fever, sore throat, cough, shortness of breath, headache,
muscle pain,malaise, and cold.
Symptom Type # Symptom Cases # Unique Individuals
fever 37 18
sore throat 196 40
cough 165 27
shortness of breath 86 15
headache 211 50
muscular pain 274 41
malaise 223 41
cold 174 34
Table 8: Description of the diòerent Symptom Types, the number of cases that were
present and the unique number of individual reporting each symptom.
Hence, the symptom raw variables have the following form: symptom =
[yes/no]. In Table 8 we report the frequencies of the eight symptoms during
the entire study duration and for each symptom the number of unique indi-
viduals reporting at least one case. _e daily questions were answered at the
evening by using SurveyGizmo and 64 participants, over a total of 70, reported
at least one symptom.
5.2.3 Extracting Mobility Behaviours
Our main goal is to study the relationship between mobility behavior and self-
reported symptoms. To do so, we need a set of characteristics that systemat-
ically describe human mobility behavior. Canzian et al. [126] recently intro-
duced metrics able to capture both presence and absence of human mobility.
Such features appear to be promising in identifying physical andmental health
conditions, since many of them are related with the nature of the movement.
For instance, in [126] they focus on depressive symptomswhich could go along
with decreased movement patterns and increased spending time at home for
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a long-term period. In our case, we expect to identify similar signals, but in a
short-term period.
5.2.3.1 Identiûcation of Places
A very important step is the identiûcation of placeswhere the user is stopping.
To this end,we create location clusters using raw data. In order to increase the
accuracy of location estimationwe consider only location pointswith accuracy
less than 50meters. Moreover, we ignore any location point that was collected
while the userwas moving. In order to infer such location points,we compute
the speed of the individual by using the distance and the time between the last
and the current location points. If the speed is less than a certain threshold (i.e.
5 km per hour) we consider that the location is collected when the participant
was not moving.
_en, we use the location clustering approach presented in [118] in order
to cluster the ûltered location samples. We iterate over all location samples
and for each location point we create a new cluster only if the distance of this
location from the centroid of each existing cluster is more than 200 meters.
Otherwise we add this location to the corresponding cluster and update its
centroid.
Finally, we assign a unique place identiûer to each centroid for all partic-
ipants. Moreover, we assign the home label to the place where an individual
spends the majority of the late evening and night hours (from 7pm to 7am),
taking into account the habits in the northern part of Italy [132]. All the re-
maining places are labeled as other.
5.2.3.2 Mobility Features
For each individual, we compute all mobility features based on the visited
Places we identify aer performing the clustering procedure described above.
_e resulting set ofmobility features is the following one:
1. _e total distance traveled (DT(t1, t2)): For computing the total dis-
tance traveledwe consider: (i) the raw collected geo-location pointswhen
the individual is moving, and (ii) the detected stops in Places. We refer
to them as points p = [id, ta, td ,C]where id=−1when the participant is
moving and id>0 when s/he stops in a Place. For a time interval [t1, t2],
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2. _e standard deviation of the total distance traveled (σDT(t1, t2)): the









It is worth noticing that the number ofmovements is equal to the num-
ber of points minus 1.
3. _e total displacement (DisT(t1, t2)):_e total displacement is amea-
sure of the distance covered by an individual. It takes into account the
distance between one Place where the participant stopped and the sub-






where d(Ci ,Ci+1) is the geodesic distance between two visited identi-
ûed places Pl1 and Pl2 with latitude-longitude coordinates Ci and Ci+1,
respectively.
4. _e standard deviation of the displacements (σDis(t1, t2)): the devia-
tion from the average displacement in [t1, t2] as deûned in [126].
5. _emaximumdisplacementbetween two visitedPlaces (DisM(t1, t2)):
this metric quantiûes themaximum displacement covered in [t1, t2].
6. _e radius of gyration of the visited Places (G(t1, t2)): We measure
the radius of gyration as in [126], quantifying the span of the area the
participant covers. It is the deviation from the centroid of the visited
places in a [t1, t2] intervalweighting the contribution of each Placewith








Ti ⋅ d(Ci ,Ccen)2, (32)
where Ti equals to tdi −tai representing the time spent in the place Pli
and T is the total time spent in all the visited places in [t1, t2].
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7. _emaximumdisplacement fromHome (DisH(t1 ,t2)): thismetricquan-
tiûes themaximum span the participant covered from its home. _e ID
and coordinates of the home for each participant is computed by consid-
ering the place with the maximum frequency of visits in Places consid-
ering time intervals between 7pm-7am, as explained in Section 5.2.3.1.
8. _e number of diòerent Places visited (Nd i f (t1, t2)): Here we simply
count thenumber of visits in diòerentPlaces (i.e. thenumber of diòerent
places where that the individual visited) within the studied period. For
example, if a participant visits within the study period Pl1 and Pl2 for
one and two times, respectively, then the Nd i f = 2.
9. _e number of diòerent signiûcant Places visited (Nsig(t1, t2)): Here,
we count the number of visits in signiûcant Places within the period
under observation. We consider signiûcant a visited place if it belongs
to the top−10 list of themost frequent visited Places in the time period
of the study. In
10. _enumber ofmoving geo-location points (Nmoves(t1, t2)):_is is the
count of the p geo-location points where id=−1 indicating that the par-
ticipantwas moving in the time interval [t1, t2]. It serves to quantify the
moving behavior of a person.
11. _e unique number of visited Places (Nunq(t1, t2)):_is feature quan-
tiûes the distinct number of stops done or places visited.
12. _e diversity of the visited Places (Divv isits(t1, t2)): _is metric mea-
sures how an individual spreads its visits among places in a speciûc time
interval._ismetricwas introduced in [21] and it is a sort of entropy and
it measures mainly the diversity in social communication, but we apply






vi j log vi j
log k
, (33)
where vi j is the volume of visits user i pays to the place j normalized
by the total number of i′s visits, and k is the distinct number of places
visited in the time interval, respectively. High values of the diversitymea-
sure indicate that participants distribute their visits more evenly among
the places.
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13. Aggregated mobility features: Previously observed mobility patterns
in a participant’s historical time-line can be useful to describe the trend
of the participant’s humanmobility. In order to capture this information
we deûned a set of rolling statistics computed for each of the aforemen-
tioned mobility features. In particular, given a time window [t1, t2] we
aggregate the feature with the following statistics: mean, standard de-
viation, maximum, minimum and the diòerence of the feature values
between the time t1 and t2.
5.2.4 Classiûcation Model
Wemodel our problem as a binary classiûcation task,where the target variable
is called Symptom Presence and the possible values of the label are {Yes/No},
that is if a user has or not at least one of the symptoms. Given a target date, our
ultimate goal is to understand if a user will present or not symptoms in the
forthcoming days by looking into its very recent mobility behavior.We expect
to capture even slight changes in themobility behavior (e.g. changes in covered
distance) that can testify an upcoming u and cold symptoms. Formally, given
a date t we deûne:
• thist as thenumber of dayswe go back in individual’shistoricaldata from
the date t;
• historical time interval as the time interval [t − thist , t];
• thor as the number of days ahead we answer our Symptom Presence:
Yes/Not question.
When thist = [0, 2] and thor = [0, 2], we consider a 5-day time window where
the current day 0 is included in thist and thor . To sum up, we assign the label
Symptom Presence: Yes to a user who presents u-like and cold symptoms at
time thor , by using historical data in the interval [t − thist , t].
5.2.5 Experimental Setup
Due to the limited size of the data set,we decidenot to built a speciûcmodel for
each user. Indeed, we design a relatively general machine learning framework
that can work for each user u. A sample for the model is built when more
than three consecutive days of mobility data are available. _us, given a date
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t, we consider valid a time window of ûve days if the following conditions are
satisûed: (i) mobility data for thist ∈ [0, 2], and (ii) symptoms data for the
time thor ∈ [0, 2]. As mentioned in Section 5.2.2, the data set contains gaps
(i.e. location points and symptoms are not available for every day). _us, it is
possible that for some samples we do not have symptoms information for all
the thor ∈ [0, 2]. In order to keep the dimension of train/test consistent and
independent from the horizon time, we created diòerent training and test sets
for each thor . In thisway,we avoid the possibility to have training sampleswith
missing classiûcation labels.
In Figure 24 we present a toy example of the prediction task and the con-
straints that apply for thist=2 and thor=2. Given a starting day t (e.g. March,
6th), we impose two constraints on each participant: (i) her/his mobility data
must be available from day t until two days back in the past (e.g. from March,
4th until March, 6th), and (ii) her/his health data must be available from day
t up to two days in the future (e.g. from March, 6th until March, 8th).
Figure 24: Example of problem setting with thi st = 2 and thor = 2
As previously said, among the symptoms described in Section 5.2.2,we clas-
sify if a user will present at least one instance of fever, sore throat, cough, short-
ness of breath, headache,muscle pain,malaise, or cold. Although we selected a
period of the yearwithmany cases ofu-like and cold symptoms,we dealtwith
a highly unbalanced data set, meaning that the dominant class is the NO for
the Symptom Presence variable. We used the common approach to randomly
under-sample the data set by removing samples from the over-represented
class.
In order to carry out our experiments,we split the data set in two parts: train
and test. _en,we extract the features described in Section 5.2.3.2. For the clas-
siûcation task, we test four state-of-the-art machine learning models: Logistic
Regression (LR) [137], Random Forest (RF) [135] and Gradient Boosted Trees
(GBT) [128].We selected thesemodels because of their demonstrated eòective-
ness and, hence, popularity.
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Due to the high number of features and the limited number of samples (i.e.
870 samples),weperform a feature selection step.For each classiûcationmodel
we evaluated several feature selection approachesbyusing 10-fold-cross-validation.
_en, for each model we selected the best one. We found that Recursive Fea-
ture Elimination (RFE) is the best-performing feature selection methodwhen
using Logistic Regression (LR), Random Forest (RF), and Gradient Boosted
Trees (GBT). We evaluate the quality of the feature selection through 10-fold-
cross-validation, training the models with the reduced set of features on the
training set. At this point, we can proceed with the parameters’ optimization
for each model by using the selected set of features. In both, feature selection
and parameters selection, we choose an optimal set in order to maximize the
precision of the algorithm._e last step regards the selection of the bestmodel.
Again, through cross-validation, we train each model with its best set of fea-
tures and the optimal parameters selecting the one that shows the highest pre-
cision.
5.2.6 Experimental Setup
In our experiments we compare three diòerent models (LR, RF, GBT) to clas-
sify if a user will present u-like and cold symptoms or not (i.e. fever, sore
throat, cough, shortness of breath, headache,muscle pain,malaise, or cold) at
a time thor . To train our models, we use the machine learning library scikit-
learn [127]. Due to the unbalanced nature of our data set, we use well-known
metrics for assessing the accuracy of classiûcation systems: (i) Precision, (ii)
Recall, (iii) F1-score, and (iv)AUCROC. Precision is deûned as the ratio tptp+ f p ,
where tp is the number of true positives and f p is the number of false posi-
tives, while Recall is is deûned as the ratio tptp+ f n , where tp is the number of
true positives and f n is the number of false negatives, which are samples erro-
neously not labeled as belonging to the positive class. F1-score is the harmonic
mean of Precision and Recall. Finally, AUCROC refers to the Area Under the
Receiver Operating Characteristic curve and provides information about the
ability of themodels to correctly classify userswith orwithout u-like and cold
symptoms.
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thist = 0 thist = 1 thist = 2
Pr. AUCROC Re. F1 Pr. AUCROC Re. F1 Pr. AUCROC Re. F1
thor = 0
LR 0.67 0.5 0.96 0.79 0.67 0.5 1.0 0.8 0.68 0.51 1.0 0.81
RF 0.68 0.51 0.72 0.7 0.71 0.56 0.74 0.73 0.73 0.59 0.78 0.75
GBT 0.69 0.53 0.81 0.74 0.74 0.61 0.84 0.79 0.7 0.56 0.82 0.76
thor = 1
LR 0.68 0.5 0.93 0.78 0.67 0.49 0.95 0.78 0.68 0.52 0.96 0.8
RF 0.74 0.6 0.73 0.73 0.71 0.55 0.76 0.73 0.7 0.54 0.72 0.71
GBT 0.7 0.54 0.77 0.73 0.74 0.62 0.87 0.8 0.71 0.56 0.8 0.75
thor = 2
LR 0.68 0.51 0.99 0.81 0.68 0.51 0.91 0.78 0.68 0.5 0.95 0.79
RF 0.71 0.55 0.76 0.73 0.73 0.58 0.72 0.73 0.72 0.57 0.74 0.73
GBT 0.71 0.55 0.85 0.77 0.72 0.57 0.81 0.76 0.72 0.57 0.84 0.77
Table 9: Precision (Pr.),Recall (Re.), AUCROC and F1-score of the classiûers obtained
with 10-fold-cross-validation and variations of thor and thi st .
5.2.7 Results on Symptoms classiûcation
In Table 11 we present the classiûcation results in terms of (i) Precision, (ii)
Recall, (iii) F1-score, and (iv)AUCROC.We report the diòerent performances
for thist ∈ [−2,0] and thor ∈ [0, 2]. _e results are obtained with 10-fold-cross-
validation and using the best setup for each diòerent model.
As expected,we observe thatmobility features are relevant forpredicting the
presence of u-like and cold symptoms. Interestingly,we obtain one of the best
classiûcation performance using Gradient Boosted Trees (GBT) with thist = 1
and thor = 1 (AUCROC of 0.62, a Precision score of 0.74, a Recall score of 0.87,
and F1-score of 0.8). _is is a consequence to the fact that peoplemay change
their mobility habits during the days before the self-reported registration of
u-like and cold symptoms, i.e. they change the mobility once they start to
feel not very well. For instance, if a person is getting sick, he/she would likely
go home aer work instead of doing other activities.
Secondly,we canobserve that asmore days aheadwe consider,more diõcult
it becomes to classify correctly the presence of symptoms by only looking at
themobility behaviors._is reveals an interesting aspect related to the fact that
there is a short time period (e.g. few days) between feeling bad and reporting
the symptoms. In summary, the obtained results suggest thatmobility behavior
can be used for our purpose, but only looking at a short period in the future
(e.g. thor = 2) and considering a limited historical period. A long history of
mobility data seems to be not relevant, a bigger sample sizemight be useful to
better understand this point.
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Moreover, for all the built models the following selected features (see Sec.
5.2.3.2) emerge as the most important ones in predicting correctly the pres-
ence of symptoms: (i) the diversity of visited places, (ii) the unique number of
visited places, (iii) the number of diòerent signiûcant visited places, (iv) the
number of moving geo-location points and (v) the aggregated mobility fea-
tures. _e ûrst three features (i.e. diversity, unique number of visits and num-
ber of diòerent signiûcant visits) eòectively capture a dailymobility routine of
an individual. While the moving geo-location points quantify only the mov-
ing patterns of the participant,without considering the stops in places. Finally,
the aggregated mobility features summarize the essential short-term history
in people’s mobility to detect changes (i.e. the aggregated mobility behavior
during the crucial days before reporting the symptoms).
To summarize, the signiûcant features belong to three diòerent families: (i)
visited places’ routine, (ii) moving behavior and (iii) overall short-term histor-
ical mobility behavior.
For sake of completeness, we also report in Table 10 the confusion matrix
for the case thist = 1 and thor = 1 using Gradient Boosted Trees (GBT), which
refers to the best results in the setting of predicting future presence of u-like
and cold symptoms, i.e. one day ahead. _e confusion matrix describes the
performance of our classiûcation model on the test set. We can observe that
our model presents a suõciently high accuracy in classifying the presence of
symptomswhile,mainly due to the diõcultnature of the problem and thewide
variety of symptoms we are considering, the performance with respect to the
classiûcation of the not presence of symptoms shows room for improvement.
no symptoms symptoms
no symptoms 0.32 0.68
symptoms 0.18 0.82
Table 10:_e confusion matrix for the two-class classiûcation task.
5.2.8 Discussion
Previous work has exploited the use of mobility features to predict mental
health andwell-beingdimensions such aspositive andnegative emotions, stress
level, and depression symptoms. To best of our knowledge, this work repre-
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sents the ûrst study that utilizes inference algorithms to predict the presence
of inuenza-like symptoms by only looking at themobility behaviors of a spe-
ciûc individual. Our results represent a promising starting point for dealing
with inuenza-like public health issues.Turning to the limitations of our study,
we list the small number of study participants used in our analyses (i.e. 29 in-
dividuals) and the short temporal duration of our study (i.e. only 4 weeks).
However, it is worth noticing that the epidemic curve of 2012-2013 inuenza
season presents a peak during the four weeks selected for our study. In addi-
tion, the symptomsdata are self-reported by the study participants.Finally, our
sample is composed by parents. Hence, it may be plausible that the predictive
performance of our approach is aòected also by the changes in parents’ mobil-
ity behavior related to the health status of the kids. For example, a parent may
change her/hismobility behaviors in order to take the children to the doctor or
to stay at homewith the sick children. Moreover, the parent may get sick from
her/his children, thus showing the symptoms few days later.Unfortunately,we
do not collect data about the health status of the children due to privacy rea-
sons. _erefore, future studies on diòerent samples of study participants (e.g.,
students, older adults) should be conducted to better investigate the predictive
role of changes in human mobility behaviors for the emergence of u-like and
cold symptoms.
5.3 data-driven mass migration prediction
In this section,we present ourwork on data-driven approach to enable respon-
ders to managemass migration events [133].
5.3.1 Overview
Migration is an inherently complex anduncertain process.Direct observations
of migration patterns are typically partial and inaccurate. Paths and destina-
tions for migration are inuenced by a range of human factors. Information
sources for some factors may exist and come in diòerent forms. For example,
structured data from organizations such as registration counts at selected sites
or refugee camps may be available. For locations without observers, one may
need to rely on unstructured data such as news reports. Past data onmigration
movements and diòerent data sources can be used to learn patterns of move-
ments. Governments policies impacting migration patterns can change over
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the course of time. _e types of changes and the response ofmigrants to such
changes can be diõcult to ascertain from past observations. For such cases,
approaches that model the underlying processes are required. _e need for
hybrid approaches that merge purely data-driven (capture past patterns) and
ones that model the physics (capture aggregate interactions and exogenous in-
puts) are necessary. Models dealing with the spatial movement of people have
sparked the interest of researchers formore than a hundred years, sinceRaven-
stein’s "Laws ofMigration" [139]. _e 20th century saw a rise of themore quan-
titatively oriented models, among which Zipf ’s early intuition of spatial inter-
actions as shaped by population size and distance (an analogy with the Gravi-
tation Law), based on a previous formulation byGaspardMonge [31]. Current
trends in quantitativemobility models have been inuenced in part by (i) the
availability of personal digital traces such asmobile phone data, and (ii) new in-
formation signals, such as satellite imagery and crowd-sourced initiatives. Ad-
ditional information signals that have been leveraged to understandmigration
recently include satellite imagery and crowd-sourcing eòorts. Image classiûca-
tion routines on satellite images have been used to quantify size and growth
of refugee camps. Examples include techniques using feature detection and
extraction methodologies [142, 143, 144, 145] and deep learning and pattern
recognition [147, 146]. Such techniques have been advocated for [140, 141] as a
promising path to map temporary settlements and refugee camps. To address
needs to end-user agencies, this work builds on these previous eòorts by tak-
ing amulti-scale (global and local) approach that allows for scenario analysis.
_emulti-scale approach allows inclusion of factors at the global scale, while
preserving detailed factorswithin the crisis region. Modeling scenarios allows
for analysts to account for exogenous factors (e.g. repercussions of potential
international policies).
In particular, we propose to model the problem of predicting mass migra-
tion by:
1. enhancing situational awareness using multiple data sources;
2. providing short and medium-term forecasts on migration patterns to
aid operational decision making;
3. enabling ’what-if ’ scenario analysis for agencies looking to study the im-
pact of exogenous factors.
_e model development is presented using the European migration crisis
as a case study. _e choice is motivated by availability of diòerent datasets, for
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example the large volume of news reports on the crisis and detailed registra-
tion data at various sites. _e dynamics of the crisis were notably complex, as
migrants were crossing several international boundaries.
5.3.2 Data
Complex processes like migration depend on a wide range of factors. Data
sources that describe the socio-demographics, overall context, conict condi-
tions (in the case of forced displacements), and changing conditions over a
period of time are all determinants ofmigrations and paths of ight. _ere is
no single functional relationship between these variables, so its essential to un-
derstand key information signals that can add value to data-driven modeling.
Using the European crisis as a case, some common information sources are
described. For multi-scale approaches, the data sources related to both opera-
tional (e.g. daily) and strategic (e.g. annual) characteristics.
migrant registration data Registrationdataonmigrant arrivals
at key sites, such as the Greek islands provides daily, weekly or monthly ar-
rival rates at various points along the crisis region._eUNHCR,UN’s Refugee
Agency, provides open data that is compiled from several sources13. _e time
series of arrivals at each of the sites can be used for several features in fore-
casting. Additionally, computing the cross-correlation function between the
registration, provides an estimate of transit times through the network. Fig-
ure 25 shows examples of time series shi that give estimates of transit times
between select countries.
(a) Arrivals in Greece (6 days ahead) and
Austria
(b) Arrivals in Greece (2 days ahead) and
FYRoM
Figure 25: Estimating transit time using a cross-correlation function
13 http://data.unhcr.org/mediterranean/regional.php
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weather data Information on weather conditions and seasonal fac-
tors inuencemovements.Adverse conditions are likely to restrict possiblemi-
gration paths. For sea faring refugees arriving in theGreek islands, factors such
as wind speed were found to be negatively correlated with arrivals over the
winter months. Figure 26 shows the Pearson correlation coeõcient between
arrivals in diòerent countries and diòerentweather-related variables.Weather
data is sourced from theWeather Underground14 service.
Figure 26: Pearson correlation coeõcient between refugee/migrant arrivals and
weather conditions for each of the involved countries.
news data In order to capture information about policy changes (e.g.
close of the Hungary border) and other external events, we used the news
data provided by the GDELT Project 15. It allows users to monitor the web
news around the world and extract valuable information from text such as en-
tities (e.g people locations, organizations), counts, emotions and events in over
100 diòerent languages. Documents are annotated applying a combination of
state-of-the-art natural language processing techniques. Moreover, it is worth
to mention that for each article Global Knowledge Graph (GKG) provides a
variable called locations in which they report the places mentioned in the arti-
cle. _is is an important information since it allow us to localize the potential
country of the news.
14 https://www.wunderground.com
15 http://gdeltproject.org/
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Model 1: modeling arrivals at entry nodes
Model 2: macro migration patterns for exit nodes
Model 3: flow modeling arrivals to an “intermediate/end node”












Figure 27: Analytical framework showing delineation of a crisis region of interest. Ar-
rival forecasts at boundary nodes are estimated using arrival prediction
models. Exit nodes forecasts are estimated from macro-migration model.
A detailed network models the population movement within the crisis re-
gion.
country-level data Aggregate statistics at the country level were
collected from sources such as the World Bank. Socio-economic indicators
such as GDP, population, conict status were considered. Datasets from the
gravitymodel literature16 where included for dyadic features such as common
languages, historical ties, trade volumes, and geographic distances.
5.3.3 Analytics Framework
_e analysis framework consists of three distinct models that jointly provide
forecasts. _emain crisis region is modeled as a network owmodel. _e rep-
resentation is detailed and themodels the rate ofmovements fromone node to
another._e boundary conditions are handled by the other twomodels.An ar-
rivals model is a time series forecasting model that predicts daily arrival rates
at nodes on the edge of the crisis region. To determine exit rates and consider
intended destinations, amacro push-pull model is used to estimate fraction of
migrants for each likely destination. Figure 27 shows this framework.
5.3.3.1 Arrival Prediction Model
_e aim of this model is to predict the number of arrivals at the entry-points
of the crisis region. Future arrivals are dependent on external variables such
16 http://www.cepii.fr/
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as weather, as well trends due to (de-) escalation of the crisis in question. To
capture these eòects we used data from weather reports and news reports and
experimented with multiple machine learning models to predict day-ahead
arrivals of refugees to the Greek Islands. Around 180 features were extracted
from the following datasets:
autoregressive features (af) Previouslyobserved value describe
the trend of arrivals until the time of observation. In themodelwe use as a fea-
ture the number of arrivals one day before as well as rolling statistic such as
mean, variance,maximum andminimum computed over the previous week.
weather features (wf) Weused sixdiòerentweather variables:wind
speed, temperature, sea level visibility, dew point, sea level pressure, humidity,
and precipitation. To generate features, we aggregated the data computing the
min,max, sum andmean of each variable over the day.
news features (nf) To obtain news features, we queried the GKG
historical data using theGKG Exporter 17.We ûltered the news selecting those
in which the word refugee and either migration or border appear. _en, we
selected only articles that match the location ûeld with one of the countries
involved in themigration crisis. Starting from these articles, three types of fea-
tures are computed: (i) number of occurrences of relevant countries name (e.g.
Syria and Greece) in the news, (ii) number of occurrences of relevant words
related to humanitarian crisis (e.g. refugee camp) and, (iii) number of articles
about humanitarian themes (e.g. migration). _e former has been computed
by applying a keyword-based approachwhere an article is assigned to a theme
considering the presence of predeûned words like border or humanitarian.
We applied four diòerent machine learning models: LASSO, Linear Regres-
sion (LR), Ridge Regression (RR) and Gradient Boosting of Regression Trees
(GBRT). In order to reduce the trend in the signals, we trained our model on
the number of arrivals minus the rolling mean of the arrivals in the previous
seven days.We added this value to the prediction before computing error met-
rics. _e hyper-parameters of each of the models were determined through
cross-validation; training the models on data between October 2015 and Jan-
uary 2016 and testing it on February 2016. Moreover, we normalized the fea-
ture values subtracting themean and dividing by the variance. In Table 11 the
17 http://analysis.gdeltproject.org/module-gkg-exporter.html
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results of the tested models are reported. Results of a persistence model pre-
diction are also shown as a baseline. _is model predicts arrivals each day to
be equal to arrivals the previous day.
Due to the high number of features, we experimented with a feature selec-
tion step. To select features we ûrst ûtted one of the regression models. _en
we ranked the features by themagnitude of their weight in themodel (i.e. the
slope).We used this approach on the results of LASSO, Linear Regression, and
Ridge Regression. We also tried recursive feature elimination (RFE), and sim-
ple correlation.
We evaluated the quality of the feature selection by again through cross val-
idation, training with the reduced set of features on the training set. RFE pro-
duced the worst set of features. _e other methods produced similar sets of
features with similar performance.
_e smaller set of features lead to better model performance. Aer feature
selection, each of themodels shows improved performance, but the diòerence
between the models is small. _e best performance are obtained using the
LASSO model on a subset of 10 features that included weather, autoregressive
and news data. In particular, from theweather featureswe used the forecasting
mean andmax for wind speed, the forecasting gust speed and the forecasting
mean for humidity, temperature and sea level pressure. Regarding autoregres-
sive features, we used the diòerence in number of arrivals between one and
two days before, the mean and the minimum in number of arrivals for last
three days, the number of arrivals one day before and the sign of the deriva-
tive in the last two days. Finally, themodel also includes the number of news
(for the arrival country) about international organization for migration. Table
11 shows the results.
No Feature Selection Feature Selection
Models RMSE Error RMSE Error
Reduction(%) Reduction(%)
Baseline 1429.075 - - -
Linear Regression > 109 >> 100 1111.214 22.24
Lasso 1197.096 16.23 1110.503 22.30
GBRT 1266.349 11.38 1257.430 12.01
Ridge Regression 1258.782 11.91 1116.311 21.88
Table 11: Arrivals model results for February in the Greek islands.
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For all of the models, the weather features are the most present, followed
by the historical data. _is could be due to the fact that we tested our model
on arrivals in the Greek Islands where weather conditions inuence arrivals.
Figure 28 shows a sample of forecasts for the Greek islands. _ere is not a























































Figure 28:Models predictions in February in the Greek islands.
5.3.3.2 Network Flow Model
_e challenge in modeling the paths of refugees through the crisis region is
two-fold. First, measured arrivals at diòerent location along a path through
the crisis region are known to be inaccurate. Second, the movement patterns
can change due to changing conditions on the ground, such as border closures.
In this section we present a network ow model that can address both issues.
To mitigate the eòect of inaccurate measurements, we developed a model
that can impose some common sense boundary conditions on the prediction.
Speciûcally, arrivals in each country must correspond to departures in a dif-
ferent country. Departures from any country cannot exceed the total number
of refugees present in that country. Our model represents locations along the
path ofmovement as nodes on a graph._e edges that connect the nodes i and
j represent the likelihood that refugees will travel from node i to node j. As
an example we will model travel of refugees from Greece to Austria through
FYROM, Slovenia,Hungary, Croatia, and Serbia.
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_e number of people traveling from node i to node j at time t, denoted by
Fi j(t), is given by
Fi j(t) = Pi(t) fi j (34)
where Pi(t) is the number of people present at node i, and fi j is a constant
that we will determine from historical arrivals data. _e fi j can be interpreted
as split-fractions for the departures of each node. _e net ow from node i to
node j is then given by
Ni j(t) = Pi(t) fi j − Pj(t) f ji (35)
To simplify the problem, we consider only these net ows. Arrivals (Ai(t)),







_e populations of the next time step can then be calculated as
Pi(t + 1) = Pi(t)+ Ai(t)−Di(t)+ Ei(t) (38)
where Ei are exogenous arrivals, to be speciûed independently. Equations 34-
38 can then be used iteratively to compute future ows.
In the present case we use Ei to specify arrivals to Greece from Turkey and
departures fromAustria to the rest of Europe. For arrivals toGreece,weuse the
outputs of the arrival prediction model discussed in the previous section. For
departures from Austria, we assume all people present in the country, depart
each day.





∣ fi j∣ (39)
whereMi are themeasured arrivals at node i, and α is a regularization parame-
ter._e second termin this equation is anL1 regularization._is regularization

















FYROM predicted, Scenario 1
FYROM predicted, Scenario 2
Figure 29: Output from network ow model - Predicted arrivals in the Former Yu-
goslav Republic of Macedonia (FYROM). _e ûgure shows the measured
arrivals as well as predicted arrivals in two diòerent scenarios.
_emodel is trained at the beginning of eachweek on the preceding 30 days.
Forecasts are then generated for the subsequent 2 weeks. _is means that for
each day, there are two forecast values; themean of those two values is shown
in Figure 29.
Changing conditions on the ground can be deûned through adjustment of
the exogenous arrivals. For example, starting mid February there were several
policy changes that reduced the number of arrivals in Greece. _is impacted
arrivals in the other nodes of the network as well.Wemodeled this change by
manually setting (exogenous) arrivals in Greece to 0 aer February 16. Figure
29 shows both scenarios compared to measured arrivals. Scenario 1 assumes
no change to the arrivals in Greece, Scenario 2 assumes no more arrivals af-
ter February 16. _is method can be used to makemore accurate predictions
if policy changes are known. In addition, this methods could be used to do
counter-factual scenario analysis.
5.3.3.3 A push-pull macro migration model
To derive destination preferences, a global model of migration that seeks to
determine bilateral ows between countries is considered. _emodel seeks to
estimate the fraction of refugees from each country that are likely to migrate
to any other country. Such an approach is necessary to estimate macro-level
movement patterns and serves to project intended destinations of migrants
within the detailed network ow model.
_e model assumes there are push (repulsion’) factors at a home country
along with pull (enticing) factors at the destination. Push factors at origin and
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pull factors at destination causemigration. Movement is also a function of dis-
tance/aõnity between two countries. Countries with higher aõnity are likely
havemoremigration.Aõnitymetrics can be deûned in severalways.Classical
approaches are using spatial properties such as geographic distance. Here, we
consider an aõnity function trained on past migration data and considering
distancemetrics, exogenous variables such asGrossDomestic Product (GDP),
colonial relationships, commonality of language, contiguity, and conict status
of origin countries. One endogenous variable in bilateral migration in previ-
ous years (if available)was included tomodel ’social pull’ factors. News articles
were also considered to includemore current reports ofmigration.
Since the true aõnitymeasure isnot known, a log-transformed linearmodel
with these features is ûtted on past bilateral migration and the set of features
described above. LetN be a set of countries. Given a vector of inows I j ∀ j ∈ N ,
a vector of outowsOi ∀i ∈ N , and amatrix of distances/aõnitymetrics di j for
each pair of sites, the following quadratic program seeks to estimate bilateral









Mi j = Oi ∀i ∈ N ∑
i∈N
Mi j = I j ∀ j ∈ N (41)
_e model computes Mi j, the migration ows between sites i and j. _e
numerical push-pull estimates can be ascertained by solving a linear systemof
equations, once all outows and inows are known.
∑
j∈S, j≠i








= Oi ∀i, (42)
∑
i∈S,i≠ j








= I j ∀ j, (43)
where Ri is the ’repulsion’ (push) factor and E j are estimates of the ’enticing’
(pull) factor. For distance-based aõnity functions, the units associated with
the push-pull quantities can be interpreted as ‘person-kilometers’. However,
for more complex aõnity functions, the values are relative and cannot be in-
terpreted directly.
In Table 12 we report results for three diòerent aõnity function. d indicates
the aõnity function, while in parentheses we report the diòerent features that
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are taken into consideration by themeasure._e ûrst case, Distance, considers
geographic distances only. _e second case, Distance + Exogenous Variables,
additionally considers exogenous factors such as GDPs, common languages,
contiguity, conict status. _e third case, Distance + Exogenous Variables +




d (Distance + Exogenous Variables) 9494.30
d (Distance + Exo. Vars + Past Migration) 814.21
Table 12: RMSE for diòerent cases in persons per year (2013)
5.3.4 Discussion
Data-aware tools, processes and methods have the potential to improve oper-
ations in the humanitarian sector. Forecasting and scenario modeling tools,
such as those presented here, aid agencies to move to more proactive opera-
tions. _ere are several challenges to be addressed for wider uptake. _e clas-
sical philanthropic engagement model with the private sector needs to shi
to amore collaborative approach, where varied expertise across organizations
can be tapped and models and methods reûned. _e work presented has the
following limitations. Since each migration crisis is unique, impact of some
features used to model the process will be diòerent across diòerent contexts.
Past observed factors may have little or no role in future crises. For example,
wind speeds used to forecast migration arrivals in Greece will not yield useful
information for land-based migration. Partly relying on physical models and
enabling scenario analysis helps mitigate some of these limitations. However,
suchmodels are based on assumptions that may also be speciûc to a particular
context. Ensuring that the right assumptions are considered and appropriated
incorporatedwithin themodels is key. Precisemeasurements, and in turn fore-
casts, remain a challenge on the ground and for models. While relative mea-
sures provide indications on how resources could be potentially deployed, the
absolute numbers may be critical for some applications.
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5.4 next taxi destination prediction
5.4.1 Overview
Despite being far from adequately addressing the mobility management opti-
mization problem, nowadays the variability ofmassive data describing human
movements allows planners and policy-makers to face relevant urban chal-
lenges through computational methods [20, 133, 6, 102]. Current advances in
technology made available a variety of low-cost electronic devices, which can
be of great support to rapidly move in the city traõc. Inside taxis, electronic
GPS terminals are installed in order to grab the vehicle position or the taxime-
ter status, and send this information to the dispatcher unit. In addition to GPS
data, there are novel sources of information, e.g., data frommobile phones and
Location Based Social Networks (LBSNs), that can be exploited to model the
human mobility behaviour and to optimize the city traõc. Common LBSNs,
like Foursquare18, for instance, can provide the number and type of activities
present in a target area (e.g., Arts&Entertainment,Nightlife Spot, etc.), giving
an insight on howmany people can converge to that zone. All the collected in-
formation can then be used to infer the taxi destinations and the average travel
time.
In human mobility, the most straightforward way to predict the next loca-
tion is to build a grid over an area of interest, then treating the problem as a
multiclass classiûcation, where the aim is to predict the next visited cell. For
instance, in the winning approach [99] of the ECML/PKDD 2015 challenge19,
the next taxi destination is obtained by employing a Multi-Layer Perceptron
(MLP) network trained on the taxi trajectory, represented as a variable-length
sequence of GPS points, and on diverse associatedmeta-information, such as
the departure time, the driver identity, and the client information. Some of
the limitations of previous approaches [99, 98] reside in the need of using the
whole trajectory data and in the possibility of performing an instantaneous
prediction of the destination only when most of the trajectory is available. To
model the problem of next location prediction, some other works proposed
neural network approaches. For instance [96, 97, 98, 95] present interesting
solutions to capture the regularities characterizing human mobility based on




that constitute the input for aMulti-LayerConvolutional neural network used
to predict the next destination point.
_is section is based on our work on next taxi destination prediction [4].
We propose a Long-Short-Term-Memory network [100], equipped with a self-
attention module, to improve the prediction performance of the coordinates
of the next drop-oò point for a taxi. In particular, our model grounds on the
individual driver’s history, intended as the sequence of the last visited points,
i.e., pick-up or drop-oò points, instead of on the whole GPS trajectory. In or-
der to represent such locations, we build a semantic representation based on
LBSN data, coming from Foursquare. We tested our model on data referred
to three diòerent cities, namely Porto, as in the ECML/PKDD 2015 challenge,
New York City (more speciûcally, Manhattan), and San Francisco. We have
also compared our methodwith thewinning model of the ECML/PKDD 2015
challenge under various settings, obtaining an improvement of 10.5% (equal
to approximately 0.355 km) in the average error distance.
5.4.2 Background and Problem Deûnition
In this sub-section, we provide a formal deûnition of the taxi destination pre-
diction problem and the background theory.
5.4.2.1 Notation and problem deûnition
Deûnition 5.4.1 A spatio-temporal point p is deûned as the couple p = (t, l),
where t indicates the time at which the location l = (x, y) is visited, being x and
y spatial coordinates in a given coordinate reference system (CRS), e.g. latitude
and longitude in the CRS WGS84.
In our framework, we aim at modeling the taxi drivers’ behaviour. To this
extent, it is useful to introduce the deûnition of what we call a taxi trajectory.
Deûnition 5.4.2 Let u be a taxi driver. A taxi trajectory Tu = p1, p2, ..., pk is
a time-ordered sequence composed by alternating pick-up and drop-oò spatio-
temporal points, describing the last k/2 taxi rides of driver u.
As in the ECML/PKDD 2015 challenge,we focus on predictingwhere a taxi
will drop-oò a client.
Problem 5.4.1 Let u be a taxi driver and Tu his/her taxi trajectory. Given Tu ∪
pk+1, being pk+1 the current pick-up point, we deûne the next taxi destination
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task as the problem of predicting the drop-oò location lk+2 = (xk+2, yk+2),which
will be the actual destination of the driver u.
5.4.2.2 Recurrent Neural Networks
Recurrent Neural Networks are equipped with feedback connections that pro-
duce internal loops. Such loops induce a recursive dynamics within the net-
works and thus introduce delayed activation dependencies across the process-
ing elements. In doing so, RNNs develop a kind ofmemory, that makes them
particularly tailored to process temporal (or even sequential) data, e.g., com-
ing fromwritten text, speech, or genome andprotein sequences.Unfortunately,
properly training RNNs is hard, due to both the vanishing and the explod-
ing gradient pathologies,which introduce the long-term dependency problem,
making diõcult the processing of long sequences.
Long-Short-Term-Memory networks, introduced in [34] and usually just
called LSTMs, are a special kind of RNNs, capable of learning long-term de-
pendencies. All these networks have the form of a chain of repeatedmodules
where each module is composed by four interacting layers with diòerent func-
tions.
In particular, the forget layer ft selects the part of the cell state ht−1 which is
responsible for removing the information no longer required for the LSTM to
carry on its task. _is allows the optimization of the LSTMperformances. _e
forget gate processes also xt , i.e. the input at the current time step. Instead, the
input gate it , whose elaboration depends on ht−1 and xt , is responsible for the
addition of information to the cell state at time t; next, a tanh layer creates a
vector of new candidate values, C̃t , possibly added to the cell state. _en, these
two sources of information are combined to create an updated state. Finally,
the output gate ot selects those parts of the cell state that must be produced in
output. _e complete computing algorithm for LSTMs can be summarized as
follows:
ft = σ(Wf [ht−1, xt]+ b f )
it = σ(Wi[ht−1, xt]+ bi)
C̃t = tanh(WC[ht−1, xt]+ bC)
Ct = ft ∗Ct−1 + it ∗ C̃t
ot = σ(Wo[ht−1, xt]+ bo)




One of themost interesting human cognitive processes is the attention mech-
anism, a well studied phenomenon also in neuroscience. Indeed, just looking
at an image, humans are able to focus on certain regions with high resolution,
while perceiving the surrounding parts as background. In this way it is then
possible to adjust the focal point over time. A very similar approach can be
attached to deep learning tasks, even if attention in neural networks is, indeed,
loosely related to the visual attention mechanism found in humans.
_emain idea behind attention is to produce a score for each element of the
current input (in the sequence case a score for each timestamp of the sequence
itself). _e implementation of this mechanism is quite straightforward and
suited to this case study. Formally speaking, an attention model is a method
that takes n arguments y1, . . . , yn and a contextC, and returns a vector awhich
is supposed to be the summary of the inputs, focused on particular informa-
tion dictated by the context C. _is can be obtained as a weighted arithmetic
mean of yi , i = 1, . . . , n, with the weights chosen according to the relevance of
each yi , given the context C.
Attention mechanisms have been applied to a very wide range of applica-
tions, such as speech recognition [104], machine translation [103], text sum-
marization [105], and image description [106]. _ey are widely used also in
few-shot learning [112, 113], in order compare an unknown sample and a set
of labeled samples called the support set, indeed focusing the attention on the
most similar support samples to the queried one. Finally, attention has been
successfully employed for human mobility [95], in order to capture the impor-
tant periodicities that govern human movements [20, 101].
5.4.3 Data
Taxi trajectory data are of great interest for the observation, evaluation, and
optimization of transportation infrastructures and policies. For example, ma-
jor problems ofmodern cities, such as traõc jams, are caused by an improper
road planning,maintenance, and control.Taxi trajectory datasets are available
nowadays for many large cities [114, 94] and they provide a valuable resource
for modeling and understanding urban transportation patterns and human
mobility behaviours. In our study, we focus on Porto, Manhattan (New York
City)20, and San Francisco [117]. In particular, the Porto dataset was released
20 https://chriswhong.com/open-data/foil_nyc_taxi/
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in the context of the ECML/PKDD 2015 challenge and hosted as aKaggle com-
petition21, which allows us to easily compare our model with the winner’s ap-
proach. In order to provide semantic information about people’s activities in
each visited location, we enriched the taxi dataset with geo-located texts. In
particular, we provide a feature representation of each location in terms of
Foursquare Point-Of-Interests (POIs). We used freely-available data sources



























Figure 31: Drop-oò (right) intensities in
the city of Porto.
taxi mobility data _e Porto taxi dataset is composed by 1.7 million
records, coming from 442 taxis running in Porto, for a period ranging from
2013-07-01 to 2014-06-30.Fig. 31 reports thepick-up anddrop-oòdistributions
in Portowith data linearly scaled between 0 and 1. For each ride, aGPS trace is
provided,making the description of a taxi trajectory diòerent from the one in-
troduced inDeûnition 5.4.2. In this case, the ûrst point represents the pick-up
location, the last one is the drop-oò place, while in between there are spatio-
temporal points sampled every 15 seconds. In addition, other metadata, like
the taxi id, the type and the origin of the call, the day type (i.e., holiday, work-
ing day, weekend), and the starting ride timestamp, are attached to each trip.
Such information is useful in order to detect some recurrent patterns, such as
the ow of people who go to work or return home in speciûc time slots on
working days. Similarly, for San Francisco, we can rely on trips of 536 taxis.
_e dataset contains GPS trajectories for 464,019 trips in 2008. _e trajecto-
ries, as in the Porto dataset, describe thewhole tripwith points sampled every
10 seconds. _e last, and biggest, dataset contains data for Manhattan and pro-
vide taxi trajectories deûned as an Origin-Destination matrix. It is composed
by 13,426 taxis, driven by 32,224 diòerent drivers, during the entire 2013. Each
month accounts for approximately 15 million trips. We selected the ûrst three




a total of 9,362,829 trips. All the above mentioned datasets do not contain va-
cant trips, which means that all the trips are made with a customer on board.
In addition to the trajectory data, both these datasets also provide the driver’s
id and the starting time of the ride.
Following Deûnition 5.4.2, for both San Francisco and Porto, wemap each
GPS trace of the same taxi driver into a sequence of pick-up and drop-oò
points. More in detail, we group the trips by the driver’s id, and then we sort
them in ascending order based on their timestamp. _en, for each trace we
select the pick-up and the drop-oò point and create a taxi trajectory. In partic-
ular, given a set of taxi trajectories as in Def. 5.4.2 and the problem setting as
in Problem 5.4.1, we impose k = 8 in order to keep up to four trips from the
past, i.e., we use up to four pairs of pick-up and drop-oò points. Such a choice
represents a good trade-oò between keeping a relevant past historywhilemain-
taining a suõcient number of trajectories for each driver and thus enabling the
model to learn the cabdriver habits. Finally, in order to select trips relative to
the same driver work shi, we use trips that are not separated by more than
three hours each other.
Following this procedure, we obtain 260,600 trajectories for Porto, 87,548
for San Francisco, andmore than amillion for Manhattan. In the last case, we
select 600 drivers out of the initial 5,994, for computational reasons, obtaining
184,000 sequences.
points of interest In Section 3.2.1 we introduced Location-Base So-
cial Networks data that provides, among the others, point-of-interest location
and information. A Point Of Interest (POI) is usually characterized by a loca-
tion (i.e., latitude and longitude), some textual information (e.g., a description
of the activity in that place), and a hierarchical categorization, that provides dif-
ferent levels of detail about the activity of a particular place (e.g., Food, Asian
Restaurant, Chinese Restaurant).
We extracted 8,928 POIs for Porto, 72,567 for Manhattan, and 30,059 for
San Francisco. Despite the availability of many other interesting geographi-
cal datasets, e.g., land use and census data, we decided to limit our model by
only using POIs data. _is is due to the fact that those additional geographi-
cal datasets are not consistently deûned among diòerent cities, making their
availability not uniform in terms of deûnition and coverage.
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5.4.4 Learning to Predict the Next Taxi Destination
A mobility trace is a temporally-ordered collection of GPS locations. As the
majority of sequential data,mobility traces are suited to be treatedwithmodels
such as Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) instead of static architectures like
Multi Layer Perceptrons (MLPs),which are not tailored toworkwith temporal
and sequential data.
Previous approaches for predicting the next taxi destination were mainly
focused on ûne-grained single trajectories, meaning that they were based on
the whole GPS trace of each ride [99], showing some important limitations
such as a huge amount of data to be stored (i.e., all the GPS points of a trip),
and the need of knowing almost all the trajectory in order to predict its ûnal
point. Instead, to avoid the aforementioned problems, wemodeled the trajec-
tory as in Deûnition 5.4.2. It turns out a sequence composed by pairs of GPS
points (pick-up and drop-oò locations) of several taxi rides. In this way, there
is no need to wait the whole trajectory and the prediction can be performed
instantaneously as soon as the trip starts and the pick-up location is available.
Finally, in most of themobilitymodels, the next location prediction is set as a
classiûcation problem, where the goal is to classify to which locations, belong-
ing to a known set, our driver is moving [98, 95]. _e main drawback of this
approach is that many locations will never be produced by themodel, namely
unseen locations in the training set. To overcome this limitation, we propose
to predict the coordinates of the destination, by approximating directly two
diòerent functions, for the latitude and the longitude, respectively.
_e adopted RNN architecture is relatively simple: it uses a Recurrent Neu-
ral Network in order to model the taxi behaviour, looking at the trip history
and at the geographical information, to include the semanticmeaning of each
visited location. Our framework consists of three main components: (i) Fea-
ture Extraction and Embedding, (ii) Recurrent Module with Attention, and
(iii) Prediction. _e proposed neural network architecture is illustrated in Fig-
ure 32.
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where R is the earth radius and (λi , ϕi), i = 1, 2 are the longitude and the lati-
tude of pi , respectively.
Wemodel each locationwith an embedding layer in order to capture all the
factors that inuence the human mobility, such as time, day and the seman-
tic characterization of each place. In addition, we represent each location as a
single word and we apply Word2Vec [115] on the resulting sequences, which
allows us to obtain a dense representation based on the co-occurrence of both
the origin and the destination. _en, based on a recurrent module, we collect
all the sequential informationwe can derive from the past visited locations. For
this task,we employ an LSTM architecture as the basic recurrent unit, because
of its eòectiveness in modeling human mobility [96]. Following the idea pro-
posed in [95],we also apply an attention mechanismon the input sequence, in
order to capture mobility regularities from previous visited locations. Finally,
a prediction module composed by a somax layer, followed by a linear layer,





















































Taxi_ID     Stand_ID      Hour      Weekday    Day_type
user time location
Location Cluster
dim=1 dim=1 dim=1 dim=1 dim=1 dim=1
dim=10dim=20dim=10 dim=10 dim=10 dim=10 dim=10
Figure 32:_e architecture of our model with the three submodules: (i) Feature Ex-
traction and Embedding, (ii) Recurrent Model and Attention, and (iii) Pre-
diction.
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5.4.4.1 Feature extraction and embedding
Mobility transitions are governed bymultiple factors, such as the day-time and
the geographical characteristics of visited places. In particular,we can assign to
each location a particularmeaning related to the activities present in that zone.
_us, an eòective representation of a particular area turns out to be very impor-
tant for mobility data analysis since it allows to enrich the information related
to each location. We propose amultimodal embedding module to jointly em-
bed the spatio-temporal and the driver features into a vector representation,
which is then used as the input for the RNN-based prediction model.
driver behavioral features We represent the behaviourof the driver
with a set of categorical features: (i) the time, expressed with the hour of the
day h ∈ [0, 23]; (ii) the week-day wd ∈ [0,6]; and (iii) the day-type, dt ∈ [0, 2]
(i.e., workday, pre-holiday, and holiday). Instead of modeling these categori-
cal features with the simple one-hot representation, we follow the approach
of producing a dense representation vector [115] based on an embedding layer,
whose weights are updated during the training phase.
spatial semantic features Given the set of location clusters C and
a set of POIs, we assign each POI to the closest cluster. _us, for each point of
a given mapped trajectory CTu, we build a feature representation making use
of the associated POIs. Every venue is hierarchically categorized (e.g., Profes-
sional and Other Places→Medical Center→ Doctor’s oõce) and the categories
are used to produce an aggregated representation of the area.Wemodel spatial
semantic features by using the Bag-Of-Concepts (BOCs) representation pro-
posed in [2] and presented in Section 4.1.1, based on aggregating all the POIs
associated to the trajectory and counting their macro-categories (e.g., Food).
In otherwords, Bag-Of-Concept (BOC) features are generated by counting the
number of activities for each category in a cluster.
spatial zone embedding Spatial Semantic Features provide a time-
independent representation, which does not capture the dynamics of a par-
ticular area. In this perspective, we can use human mobility data to learn a
dense representation based on the mobility ows in the city. In the resulting
space, embeddings of zones with similar urban mobility will result geomet-
rically close each other. Human mobility can be seen as a language, where se-
quences of locations are sequences ofwords. It turns out that sequencemodels
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designed for textual data, and used in natural language processing (NLP), can
be properly applied to a sequence of locations. For instance,Word2Vec [115] is
a well-known textual embedding technique to learn word embeddings. Given
a word, we learn the embedding from the co-occurrence words belonging to
a near by word-window. In this way, in the generated space ofWord2Vec, two
semantically similar words will results to have a similar vector representation.
Given the set of location clusters C, we assign a textual label to each cluster.
_en, we map each trajectory in a sequence of words, enabling Word2Vec to
learn the zone embedding by relying on the mobility relation from diòerent
zones.
5.4.4.2 Recurrent module with attention
Recurrent Neural Networks are particularly suited to process sequential data,
such as GPS traces [96, 98, 95]. For this reason, we model our problem us-
ing Recurrent Neural Networks with an LSTM as a basic unit, having ReLu as
the activation function. First, we apply the attention mechanism to the spatio-
temporal vector sequence in input. _e implemented structure is presented in
Figure 33. _e aim of the attention module is to learn on which part of the tra-
jectory is more important to focus on. _is is done by transposing the input
and feeding it to a somax, which estimates the weight distributions, that are
then combined with the input sequence. _us, the recurrent layer is focused
on speciûc parts of the sequence, to capturemobility regularities from the cur-
rent trajectory. Finally, a dropout layer is applied before the somax layer, in
order to prevent overûtting.
Figure 33:_e attention mechanism applied on the input trajectory.
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5.4.4.3 Prediction
_e prediction module represents the last component of our architecture, that
combines the output of the previous modules and completes the prediction
task. In particular, it consists of a somax layer and a linear layer. First, the
somax layer, having m = ∣C∣ as the number of neurons, takes the representa-
tion generated by the recurrent module as its input. _en, since the network
must evaluate the coordinates of the destination point, an additional output
layer with two neurons is added, representing the latitude and the longitude
coordinates, respectively. It isworth noting that this operation is equivalent to
add a simple linear output layer, whose adjustable weight matrix is initialized









where Pi is the somax probability associated to each cluster point.
5.4.5 Experimental setup
We performed experiments in Porto, Manhattan and San Francisco by using
260.600, 184.000 and 87.500 taxi rides, respectively. For the three cities we
used thewhole datasets, randomly splitting the data into 65%-15%-20% for the
training, validation, and test sets. For the city of Porto and San Francisco the
available dataset is composed by the complete trajectories, while for Manhat-
tan the trajectories are only composed by pick-up and drop-oò points, as in
Deûniton 5.4.2).Due to the unbalancing of the datasets and the spatial nature
of the problem, standard classiûcationmeasures such as accuracy and F1-score
are not appropriate, not giving an adequate quantiûcation of the error. Hence,
we used the Error Distance Score (EDS), which is deûned as the Haversine
distance between the predicted point and the actual destination of the trip:
EDS = dhaversine( ỹ, y)
where ỹ is the predicted point and y is the correct destination.
_e experimental study comparesourworkwith severalbaseline approaches
and state-of-the-art models, listed in the following:
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• Nearest Neighbors (NN): Given a pick-up point, it outputs the coordi-
nates of the closest cluster centroid.
• MMLP: _e Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) implementation that won
the ECML/PKDD 2015 challenge [99]. In this model, the input layer re-
ceives a representation of the taxi trajectory, composed by the ûrst ûve
and the last ûve GPS points, and its associated metadata. _e network
is composed by a standard hidden layer, containing 500 Rectiûer Linear
Units (ReLUs) [111], followed by a somax layer with m = ∣C∣ neurons.
As in our approach, each coordinate is assigned to a given set of cluster
centroids. _us, the output layer predicts ỹ,which is aweighted average
between somax output and the destination cluster centroids. _e opti-
mization problem is modeled as a multi-class classiûcation, having the
cross-entropy as the loss function. _e network is trained with Stochas-
ticGradientDescentwith a batch size of 200, a learning rate of 0.001 and
amomentum term of 0.9. To perform a fair comparison, we trained the
MMLP model on the last trip of our trajectory (Deûnition 5.4.2), thus
obtaining the same number of training, validation and test patterns.
• MMLP-SEQ: It is trained following the same approach of MMLP but,
instead of using the ûrst ûve and the last ûve GPS points as input, we
have linearized the driver’s trajectory (Deûnition 5.4.2).
5.4.5.1 Training and hyperparameter setting
We tuned the parameters of our models for each city by performing a grid
search on the number of neurons, on the number of layers and on the learning
rate. _e performancewas evaluated on the validation set and the selected val-
ues are reported in Table 13. _e K parameter used in the K-means algorithm
is set to 3,392 for Porto, as in the originalwork [99], and to 2000 forManhattan
and San Francisco, being both areas smaller than the extension of Porto. Fur-
ther investigations on the number of clusters could be of interest but are out of
the scope of this paper. For the embedding of both the driver and the time fea-
tures, we adopted a layer of size 10, for each single feature, as in [99]. _e size
of the location embedding is 20, while the BOC representation has 10 compo-
nents, equal to the number of themacro-categories present in Foursquare._e
input dimension of the LSTM(withReLu activation functions [111]) is equal to
the size of the vector obtained aer concatenating all the previous representa-
tions. To train the network, we used the Adam optimizer [93], approximating
the latitude and the longitude values separately, but sharing the underlying
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structure — embeddings, attention module and LSTM layer. _e network is
trained using the Mean Squared Error (MSE) as the loss function and imple-
menting the early stopping. _is means that we stop the training procedure if
no changes in the MSE occur on the validation set for at least 10 epochs. We
compute theMSE score on the validation set aer each epoch and save the net-
work parameters if a new best MSE score is obtained. During the test phase,
we use the parameters of the network that produced the best MSE score on
the validation set. _e dropout rate is set to p = 0.5. _e word embedding for
the textual label of each cluster is done by using theGensim23 implementation
[110]. We opted for a Continuous Bag-of-Words (CBOW) model with a win-
dow size of 5 and without ûltering words on frequency. _e dimensionality of
this embedding is set to 20.
City LSTM Neurons Learning Rate Batch Size
Porto 128 10−3 64
San Francisco 128 10−3 64
Manhattan 256 10−3 64
Table 13: Training parameters for each city.
5.4.6 Results
_e performances of the compared approaches are listed (per column) inTable
14.We indicatewith LSTM the simplest approach that uses the input represen-
tation only constituted by the driver and the time representation. _e zone,
i.e., the coordinates of the cluster location, is fed into an embedding layerwith
randomly initializedweights, allowing their update during the training. LSTM
(BOC), indicates themodelwith the BOC features in input (see Section 5.4.4.1).
Finally, LSTM (BOC+W2V) represents the Recurrent Neural Network that in-
cludes both the BOC features, but with the representation of the zone embed-
ding obtained with (W2V).
All the models reported in Table 14 have been trained on the same set of
trajectories. We note that:
• LSTM (BOC+W2V) reduces the EDS for Porto andManhattan, outper-
forming MMLP of 10.5%, and 18%, respectively;
23 https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/
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Model Porto San Francisco Manhattan
NN 3.215 3.023 2.375
MMLP 3.211 1.994 2.543(∗)
MMLP-SEQ 3.003 2.762 2.554
LSTM 2.923 2.547 2.111
LSTM (BOC) 2.923 2.397 2.085
LSTM (BOC+W2V) 2.88 2.270 2.088
Table 14: ErrorDistance Score (km) for Porto, San Francisco andManhattan. (∗)_e
trajectory is composed by pick-up and drop-oò points only.
• in San Francisco, where the trajectories are really dense of coordinates,
MMLP obtains better results. However, such a result is due to the over-
simpliûcation of the problem, since the model works with the ûrst ûve
and last ûve trajectory points,meaning that the last input point is really
close to the ûnal destination of the taxi. Indeed, MMLP-SEQ, which is
theMMLP used with a linearized driver trajectory, is outperformed by
17% by the LSTM (BOC+W2V);
• theusageof spatial semantic features and zone embeddings (BOC+W2V)
improves over LSTM;
• the results ofMMLP in Porto are lower than those obtained in the chal-
lenge, due to the small number of trips (only 300) contained in the Kag-
gle private test set. As explained in the original work [99], such model
performs worst than other techniques, e.g, Bidirectional Long-Short-
Term-Memory Networks (BLSTM) [116], when evaluated on a bigger
test set obtained by slicing the training set.
In Figure 34 we compare LSTM (BOC+W2V) both in the regression and
in the multiclass classiûcation settings. We trained the classiûcation models
using the categorical cross-entropy as the loss function and removing the two
outputneurons. In thisway, the output locations are limited to the list of cluster
centroids. Finally, the output coordinates are obtained, as in [99], by weight-
ing each cluster centroid through the corresponding probability coming from
the somax layer. _e experimental results show that approximating the exact
location, i.e., by applying the regression procedure on the latitude/longitude
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values, allows to reduce EDS both in Manhattan, showing the ability of the
















































































Figure 34: Classiûcation vs. Regression in Porto, San Francisco andManhattan.
5.4.7 Discussion
In this work, we have introduced a new way of looking at the problem of the
next destination prediction in a taxi journey. To the best of our knowledge,we
are also the ûrst ones to propose a model that treats this task as a regression
problem, instead of a multiclass classiûcation one [98, 95]. Moreover, instead
of using the complete taxi trajectory, we rely on the individual driver’s history,
namely the sequence of the last visited points by the driver, i.e., pick-up and
drop-oò points. _us, we are able to obtain an instantaneous prediction, just
aer the starting of the trip, which results in information of paramount rel-
evance for the taxi company dispatcher. _is information may improve and
optimize eet management, save costs and reduce waiting times for the cus-
tomers. In addition, our proposed model captures the taxicab driver’s habits,
looking at his/her recent history, and this information can be useful for policy
makers and urban transportation planners to monitor the impact of taxicab
drivers’ habits on the whole traõc of a city.

6
CONCLUS ION AND FUTURE WORK
Learning fromheterogenous urbandata sources is a key aspectwhen approach-
ing UrbanComputing tasks. In particular, it emphasizes the focus on the need
for an input object representation that can eòectively aggregate the knowledge
from the diòerent urban data sources. In this thesis, we address this challenge
by proposing novel models to represent urban spaces bymeans of kernel meth-
ods. Current structural kernels were designed for very diòerent tasks, for ex-
ample, for syntactic parse tree reranking in the context of natural language
processing applications. In contrast, we need to model a structural representa-
tion of an entire city area, which introduces two diòerent aspects: (i) diòerent
venues, e.g., restaurants, schools and residential buildings,may assume diòer-
ent importance for an area and (ii) simple feature-based representationsmight
be not expressive enough in capturing information from a such complex struc-
tured input. To overcome these problems, we introduced a novel structural
representation that leveraging on the hierarchical structure of Location-Based
Social Networks can encode data into a tree structure, the so-called GeoTree.
_en, we used such representations in kernel machines, which can thus per-
form accurate classiûcation exploiting hierarchical substructure of concepts
as features. Finally, to explore these research lines and ideas,we experimented
with such representations to solve novel tasks such as predicting the next taxi
destination.
In Chapter 2 we provide the background theory of the supervisedmachine
learning algorithms that are at the core of themodels presented in this thesis.
In particular,we introduce the convolution tree kernels that have been success-
fully applied in many natural language processing tasks.
In Chapter 3we introduce themost common urban data sources andwe de-
scribe ourwork about the richest openmulti-source dataset ever released._is
dataset is amulti-source aggregation of telecommunication,weather, news, so-
cial network and electricity datawhichwe believewill stimulate researchers to
design algorithms able to exploit an enormous number of behavioral and so-
cial indicators.
Chapter 4 contains the twomain contributions of the thesis. In particularwe
have introduced a framework for automatically analyzing city areas using com-
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plex semantic structures, i.e., concept hierarchies of point-of-interest. First,we
present novel structural semantic representations for urban zones. _en, we
design a new general kernel, which can take node weights into account, while
computing the structurematching in the space of the exponential number of
substructures. We demonstrate that this approach is largely applicable as (i)
it can use any hierarchical category structure for POI categories (e.g. Open-
Street Map POI data); and (ii) many cities oòer open access to their land use
data. Finally, we propose to characterize and analyze a city in terms of its tree
fragments. We propose to apply a mining algorithm to extract the most rele-
vant features (tree fragments) from the TK space according to their weights
assigned by the kernel machine. We apply our approach to the land use clas-
siûcation of an urban area, a task of paramount relevance in Urban Comput-
ing. Our experiments show the eòectiveness of both our hierarchical repre-
sentation, also tested with more traditional kernels, and our newHierarchical
Point-Of-Interest Kernel, which signiûcantly improves the state-of-the-art. In
this thesis, we introduce the idea of representing urban zones with semantic
information. In this perspective, following the recent trend in NLP andmany
other research ûelds, a future research line could go in the direction of uncov-
ering urban dynamics by learning spatial embeddings from large-scale urban
data.
In Chapter 5 we present our previous works, based on multi-source urban
datasets, on three challenging novel tasks: (i) predicting inuenza-like symp-
toms using mobility data; (ii) data-driven mass migration prediction and (iii)
predicting next taxi destination. In particular, the results of our work on pre-
dicting taxi destination [4] demonstrate how using (i) geo-located semantic
information, such as Foursquare POIs [109], and (ii) embedding urban zones
by considering mobility ows strongly improves the prediction accuracy.
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